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I. HARDWARE DESIGN AND CONFIGURATION
A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The hardware unit which is employed to facilitate the interconnec-
tions of the devices forming the communications link is called "3
PORT RS-232 JUNCTION". The unit 1s a Junction box for up to three
devices via their EIA-STANDARD RS-232 cabling. Drawing TH8145-1A01
is a pictorial view of the unit. It is a rack-mounted unit 19 x
5.25 x 7 inches which also houses the Peril Corporation model PSH-96A
modem, or provides a link to an appropriate acoustic coupler.
The device is a compact connection unit that allows serial communi-
cation devices and terminal equipment such as high-speed printing
terminals, video displays, computers and modems to be combined in
a common system. Control toggle switches are provided to implement
any combination of connections between the input and output of the
three ports.
B. EIA STANDARD RS-232C
This standard was created by the Electronics Industries Association
(EIA). It defines the electrical characteristics for interfacing
between some form of Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) and some form
of Data Communications Equipment (DCE). A DTE is a terminal for
the time-share user, and a DCE is a modulator/demodulator (modem)
for the encoding of digital data into voice-like signals permissable
for transmission over the telephone system.
Drawing TH8145-1 04 details the various signals of this communications
standard. There are two data-carrying lines, one each for the trans-
mitted and received data, and a signal ground. There are many more
lines that serve as control wires between the DTE and DCE, but the
three mentioned above (transmit, receive, and ground) are the ones
needed for communications per se. Not all equipment manufacturers
utilize the control lines.
The names of the RS-232 signals are from the perspective of the
DTE. Thus, the DTE transmits on the Transmitted Data Line (pin 2)
and the DCE receives on it. Similarly, the DTE receives data on
the Received Data Lines (pin 3) and the DCE transmits on it.
Manufacturers of various types of equipment may dasign their inter-
face connections as either a DTE or DCE. Therefore, direct connections
of two devices may, or may not, be compatible. Pins 2 and 3 may
require reversing, and is easily accomplished in the 3 Port RS-232
Junction device via a double-pole-double-throw toggle switch. A
"POLARITY" switch is installed for each of the three ports (devices).
A particular manufacturer may, or may not utilize the other
control lines of the RS-232 connection. Drawing TH8145-IE05 details
the wiring of the RS-232 connectors of the devices used in this
application.
L. OPERATION
The 3 Port RS-232 Junction is equipped with three connectors
(one for each port). Each connector is associated with a logic
circuit and is dependent of the other two ports. Drawing No.
TH8145-1802 is a simplified diagram of the unit. Each circuit
has a double pole-double-throw polarity switch which selects
either pin 2 or 3 (receive data and transmit data lines) and
routes the selected line to an RS-232 driver or receiver. An
explanation of the need for the "POLARITY" switch is described
in the section concerning the EIA STANDARD RS-232.
The data output of the line receiver associated with each port
is connected to "DATA ENABLE" switches which allow the data to
be passed to one or both of the other ports as selected by the
operato r (user). All the switches are located on the front panel
and light-emitting-diodes (LEDs) are illuminated to show when a
particular data path has been enabled. The LEDs will Also flash,
or dim, with the data rate during transmission times serving as
a visual indication of the presence of data.
D. DATA TRANSMISSION RATE
The user of the 3 Port RS-232 Junction must ensure that all
transmitting and receiving devices are matched with the same
BAUD RATE (bits per second). Most manufacturers provide hardware
jumpers, swit c hes, or software program control for selection of
a desired BAUD RATE. Reference :o a particular manufacturer's
equipment manual will be required to ascertain correct selection
the data rate.
Standard BAUD RATES are listed below:
	





110	 600	 2400	 9600
134.5
E. DEVICE CONNECTIONS
Drawing TH8145-1A09 shows the proper connections of the three
devices via their RS-232 cables. The processor is connected through
its serial device interface card (DLV-11). It is important that the
devices be connected to the correct connector in order to match the
iabeling of data paths on the front panel.





F. INPUT POWER CONNECTIONS
The RS-232 Junction device requires the following DC power:
+12VDC @ 35 milliamperes
-12VDC @ 35 milliamperes
+ 5VDC @ 400 milliamperes
The input power is wired during installation and is obtained from
separate power supplies or from the computer's power supplies when
available. All power connections are made to the input power terminal
block as detailed in Drawing TH8145-1E06.
G. OPERATOR CONTROL/SET-UP
With the device connected to the 3 Port Junction unit, the user
must place the POLARITY switch for each device in the proper
position, and the DATA ENABLE switches must be positioned to select
the desired data paths between each of the RS-232 devices. Drawing
TH8145-1A03 shows the location of the switches and lamps. The
labeling of the front panel shows the transmit and receive data
paths between each device. The arrows depict the data flow direction.
When a particular data path is enabled the associated indicator
lamp will be illuminated, consequently the lamp will be turned off
with a disabled data path.
Once the POLARITY switch for each device is properly positioned,
there is no need to alter the switch setting unless a different
RS-232 device is connected to the associated port. The POLARITY
switches are installed only to provide circuit flexibility in that
regard. The PP I .ARITY switch selects and routes the RECEIVE DATA
and TRANSMIT DA i A lines  to receivers/drivers . The reader should
reference the section titled EIA STANDARD RS-232C (page
_ .^_	 A
H. SET-UP PROCEDURE
Reference Drawing No. 8145-1A03.
With all RS-232 compatible devices connected to the 3 Port Junction,
and all power turned on, perform the followin% procedure In sequential
steps.
1) Enable only the data path from the TERMINAL to the
MODEM (DATA ENABLE SWITCH S5). The associated lamp
(L2) must be on.
2) Depress the "BREAK KEY" on the terminal keyLiard.
The indicator lamp (L2) should momentarily turn off.
If not, reverse the positioning on the TERMINAL's
POLARITY switch (S3).
3) Enable the data paths in both directions between the
TERMINAL and MODEM (switches S5 and S8). Lamps L5 and
L2 shoL)d be "on".
41 Momentarily depress the "RETURN KEY" on the terminal's
keyboard. The VAX computer (Connected to the modem)
should respond immediately by causing the terminal to
print "USERNAME" if % ,, t, reverse the M00EM's polarity
switch (S1) and depru;-s the "RETURN KEY" again.
5) Enable the path from the computer to the terminal
(switch S9). Data lamp should be "ON".
6) Instruct the COMPUTER to output some form of data to the
TERMINAL, e.g. print a file.
7) Monitor the TERMINAL for the received data, and if not
received, rev g rse the COMPUTER's POLARITY switch (S2).
Repeat STEP 6 and 7.
8) The POLARITY switches for the three devices are now
a'; the proper position and should not be altered.
The user may set-up any data paths as desired for
communications between the three devices. The data links
may be: undi recta onal , bidirectional, or any combination
thereof. However, if the two devices are configured to
transmit to a common device, caution should be exercised
to prevent these devices from transmitting simultaneously
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Create three separate piles:
File 1 contains: Main Program, LCASE
File 2 contains: COPYA, COPYD, COPYM,COPYE, FETCH,
VALNAM, OVERLP, REPORT, HANG



























File 1 contains: Main Program, LCASE
File 2 contains: VALID, FETCH, SIZE, DATA





























If LSI is a 32K machine:
DS : /CLS 132/ ;*
If LSI is a 64K machine:
DS:/CLSI64/;*
If LSI is a 96K machine:
DS:/CLSI96/;*




NOTE: Care should be taken not to delete CLSI from
unwanted fortran statements, i,e. do not delete
the CLSI in front of CLSI96 when compiling for
a 32K machine.
Create three separate files:
File 1 contains: Main Program, I FIND
File 2 contains: PARSE ,SETLC








































1. On the LSI
a. To assemble:






























































































Di rectory VAX fi 1 enamp
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B. LSICOM & TTY - PROGRAM FLOWCHARTS
23
Specify VAX and LSI file names
LSICOM - Overall Process
VAX
LSICOM
	 Start VAX LSICOM
Establish LSI Printing Terminal Modem Path
Establish LSI CPU - MODEM PATH, Swap LSI
r,,,
,«N.,i Tn.+„3nals with RUN TTY.	 LSI version)ked.
Transmit file, line by line
24
LSICOM - VAX Program
Start
i
Issue User instructions to





















Issue User InstrL, ions
To Type "RUN TTY" on the LSI
Control Terminal and enable
the Modem - CPU Pathway
Type Run LSICOM





Read a line of VAX file




















































DICTIONARY	 THE FORM	 SEARCH FOR
	
LISTED	 0 BE LISTED	












LIST	 NOAN ELEMENT	 E
YES
LIST OF	 NAME OF	 SEARCH FOR
THE ELEMENTS	 THE ELEMENT	 USER TYPES	 ELEM:NT
IN THIS FORM
	
























































CES I F TYPE/




















































NAME OF	 USER TYPES














STARTING YES  USER TYPES













































































































































–, -^	 Rewind	 63USED=
	
^``/^	 3	 . FALSE.
Rewind Extraction
	 Set Pointer to Indicate
Scratch File

















	11000	 M	 12000	 N	 13000	 P	 14000 Q	 15000	 R
	














Return as indicated 	 i
















































Set count found to 1	 Kount	 1
Workl p =
Set working line  pointer	 Curr"i p
to current line






At 	 Found	 Test	 Test	 Found












Kount=	 Kount=	 I	 i n Line	 in Line
Kount+l	 Kount+l	 ii




i nes Found	 {	 Yes	 i	 Yes
Mes age
At	 Type	 At





























































(_^ A	 Line to
jGet	 i ^ 	 Select	 Mext
Next Line	 Return 
	




















































Carriage	 Yes, Use	 Any	 No	 Type No	 v
Return	 Previous	 Text Messag
n^Y	




















Get First	 Write Text	 Type End or














































Move I	 Set	 Pointers


















































r"A 	 Set Returns








To end of	 To top of









	 -* or Count
No	 > 0	 < 0	 No
Test
Not "rc ind	 Not Found	 Testfor Strin	
for string
Found	 Found
Replace or	 Replace or





































































































Write FSet  Pointer
Line to to Next
cratch	 File Line Up
	

















































Go to STOP to
Pointer to	 Last	 Yes _^- 7	 Close Files and Exit,	 	
----^'t





























C *	 TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED *
C *	 LIFE GClE14CES DIVISION *






C *	 PROGRAM	 NAME/............... .... . . ..VAXCOM *
C *	 DES I GNEN/ ANALYST .................... CRAIG 	 E.	 LITTON *
C *	 PROGRAMMER; . . .. . . . .... ... . . . ... . . ...SCOTT
	 0.	 TH0HPSUN *






C *	 COMPUTER SYSTEM:............... ... . .LSI-11, 	 VAX-11'780 *







C *	 COMPILING 3EQUCNi:E:
C * *
C *	 LSI:	 FORTRAN VAXCOM *C * *
C * *





c *	 LlNKIHG SEQUENCE; *
C * *
C *	 LSI;
	 LINK VAXCUM *
C * *
0 * *














































THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO EMULATE A VAX TIMESHARING TERMINAL
C
	
ON THE LSI-11 CONSOLE TERMINAL, AND TO FACILITATE THE TRANSFER
C
	








LIS:TT — THE LSI-11 CONSOLE TERMINAL
C
	
LS,,-'LP — THE TRANSMISSIONS TO THE LSI PRINTER ARE DIRECTED TO
C
	






VAX:TT — THE OUTPUT OF VAX TERMINAL GOES TO THE INPUT OF THE
C
	






















TO RUN THIS PROGRAM JUST TYPE RUN VAXCOM WITH THE VAX ONLINE
C
	
AND PROPER DEVICE CONFIGURATION. THIS PROGRAM WILL
C
	
PROMPT THE USER WITH A ?. THE USER THEN TYPES ANY NORMAL
C
	




TO TRANSMIT A FILE TO THE VAX, THE USER TYPES AN dl.
C
	
































C TO TRANSMIT CONTROL-CHARACTER COMBINATIONS TO THE VAN, T'A'PE
C THE "' CHARACTER, THEN THE LETTER, THE EQUIVALENT
C COMMAND WILL BE TRANSMITTED TO THE VAX.
C
C TO EXIT THE PROGRAM TYPE !, THE EXCLAMATION POINT.
C
C
C TABLE OF VARIABLES
C
C VARIABLE USE EXPLANATION
C
C CLINE ARRAY INPUT LINE STORAGE
C CR CONSTANT CARRIAGE RETURN
C CM ARRAY SINGLE CHARACTER ACCESS
C DLINE I/0 ARRAY FILE TRANSFER ARRAY
C I INDEX DO LOOP INDEX
C ICFND FLAG CONTROL CHARACTER COUNTER
C ILADDR INPUT LS CHANNEL ADDRESS
C IX SCRATCH CX EQUIVALENT
C J IND
€n DO LOOP INDEX
C K SCRATCH INTERMEDIATE VALUE
C K1 SCRATCH INTERMEDIATE VALUE
C K2 SCRATCH INTERMEDIATE VALUE
C KP INDEX COUNT IN VAXF ARRAY
C LSIDEV ARRAY INPUT LSI DEVI 1:E NPME
C LSIF ARRAY CALCULATION
C LSIFNT ARRAY INPUT FILE NA^ZJYPE
C NCHAR COUNTER NUMBER OF CHARACTERS ON LINE
C NCHRCL COUNTER NUMBER OF CHAR CURRENT LINE
C NCI COUNTER INPUT LINE CHARACTER COUNT
C NC2 COUNTER INPUT LINE CHARACTER COUNT
C NC3 COUNTER INPUT LINE CHARACTER COUNT
C NC4 COUNTER INPUT LINE CHARACTER COUNT
C NC5 COUNTER INPUT LINE CHARACTER COUNT
C NC6 COUNTER INPUT LINE CHARACTER COUNT
C VAXDEV ARRAY INPUT VAX DEVICE NAME
C VAXDIR ARRAY INPUT VAX DIRECTORY NAME
C VANF ARRAY CALCULATION
C VAXFNT ARRAY INPUT FILE NAME.TYPE
C VANFVR ARRAY VAN FILE VERSION NUMBER


























































C	 ! TO EXIT
C
150 IF(CLINE(i).EQ,1H!) GO TO 1000
C
C	 TO TRANSFER FILES
C
IF(CLINE(I),EQ.1H*) GO TO 2000
C
0	 ASSUME VAX COMMAND, PROCESS
C
NCHAR=MIN0(136,MAX0(0,NCHRCL))
200 IF(NCHAR,LE,O) GO TO 900
































IF(NCHAR.LE.0) GO TO 900














































DO 2145 J= 1, 11
2145 VAXFNT<J)=' '
2150 WRITE<7,910>
READ <5,811,END=2150,ERR =2150) NC5,0AXFNT(J),J=1,11)
NC6=0
DO 2155 J=1,2




C	 OPEN LSI FILE
C
C




OPEN ( UNIT= 11,NAME=LSIF, TYPE- "OLD', ACCESS=
1 'SEQUENTIAL ',RECDONLY,FORM='FORMATTED', ERR=2500)
r
C	 TYPE VAX COP'S' COMMAND
C
C







IF(NC3.LE,O> GO TO 2175
DO 2170 J=1, NC33
2170 VAXF(KP-1+J)=VA;<DEV(J)
K=NC3








2185 DO 2190 J=1,NC5
2190 VA:^F;KP-l+J)=UAXFNT(J)
KP=KP+NC5













C	 NOW TRANSMIT THE DATA FILE, LINE BY LINE
C
REWIND 11



















813 FORMAT 0 H+,136A1)
901 FORMAt(////10X,'THE VAX/VMS COMMUNICATION EMULATOR'//
1 10X,/TO PREPARE FOR DATA TRANSMISSION:'//
2 10X,'	 *ENABLE THE DATA PATH FROM THE LSI CPU TO THE'
3 1X,/MODEM'
4 /IOX,'	 *ENABLE DA „j PATH FROM MODEM TO PRINTER IF
5 /20X,/YOU WANT TO MONITOR DATA'//)
902 FORMAT(10X,'IF. YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS TYPE Y, IF NOT
1 1X,'TYPE N'///)
903 FORHAT00X,'TO USE THE VAX/VMS EMULATORS')
904 FORMAT<10X,'* READ ERROR *')
905 FORMAT(' 7 ',3)
906 FORNAT(10X,'LSI DEVICES
` 907 FORMAT(10X,'LSI FILE NAHE,TYPE: '4)
908 FORMAT(10X,'VAX DEVICE: ',3)
909 FORHAT(18X,'VAX DIRECTOR'f: ',$)
910 FORMAT<10X,'VAX FILE NAME,TYPE: ',3)
911 FORMAT(IOX,'VAX FILE VER;;TJN: ',3)
912 FORMAT('COPY TT: ',35A1)
913 FORMAT( LOX, 'ERROR IN OPENING LSI FILE')
r	 914 FORHAT00X,'WHEN THE QUESTION HARK PROMPT APPEARS'/
915 FORMAT< LOX, 'INPUT MAY BE EITHER:	 ! EXIT PROGRAM')
916 FORMAT(IOX,'	 * FILES TO SEND')
917 FORMAT(10X,'	 LITERAL TEXT')
918 FORHAT0X)
919 FORMAT<10X,'THE ! RESPONSE SIGNALS END OF INPUT TO THE')
920 FORMAT(10X,'PROGRAH, * RESPONSE INITIATES A SERIES OF')
921 FORMAT< LOX, /PROMPTS AS TO WHICH FILES TO SEND. TEXT')
922 FORMAT(10X,'IS SIMPLY TRANSFERRED LINE BY LINE AS IT')
923 FORMAT(10X,'IS ENTERED AND THE RETURN KEY IS PRESSED.')
924 FORMAT(IOX,' * ERROR WHILE READING LSI FILE *`)





DO 100 Jn 1,NC
C
C	 CYCLE TILL READY
C











B. LSICOM 6 TTY - PROGRAM LISTING
75




C * TECHNOLOGY IN;ORPGRATED
	
*
C * LIFE SCIENCES DIVISION 	 *








C * PRO6RAH	 NAMEi ....................... LSICOH	 *
C * DES %GNER/ANALYST;.. ................. CRAIG E. 	 LITTON	 *
C * PROGRAMMER/ . .... ..... ......... ......SCOTT 	 G.	 THOMPSON	 *








C * COMPUTER	 SYSTEM; .................... LBL-11,	 VAX-11'78-0	 *
C * OPERATING







C * COMPILING SEQUENCE:	 *
C :it *
C * LBIi	 FORTRAN LS%COM	 *
C * *
C * *







C * LINKING SEQUENCE: 	 *
C * *




















C	 THIS IS THE VAX VERSION OF PROGRAM LSICOM, THERE
C	 ARE TWO PROGRAMS IN THE LSICOM SYSTEM WHICH IS
C	 DESIGNED TO ENABLE FILE TRANSFER FROM THE VAX BACK
C	 TO THE LSI'S.	 THIS VERSION MADE TO RUN ON THE
C	 VAX ACCEPTS THE FILE NAPES FOR TRANSFER AND
C	 RUNS THE LSI VERSION OF THE PROGRAM,
C




C	 FILE(40) VECTOR CONTAINING NAME OF VAX FILE
C	 NC NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN FILE NAME
C	 J INDEX VARIABLE
C	 FILE2(40) VECTOR CONTAINING NAME OF LSI FILE





















1 FORM='FORMATTED',DISPOSE=' KEEP ' , CARRIAGECONTROL='FORTRAN',
2 RECORDSIZE-131,ERR=190)
GO TO 1000



























1	 GO TO 2001






















16 FORMAT</' SET THE RS-232 JUNCTION SWITCHES SO THAT'/
1	 THE DATA PATH BETWEEN THE TERMINAL AND THE'/
2	 MODEh IS ENABLED IN EorH DIRECTIONS'
3 //' AND TYPE RETURN TO CONTINUE',$)
17 FORMAT</' NOW ENTER THE VAX FILE NAME TO BE TRANSFERRED'
1 /' TO THE LSI; ',$)
18 FORMAT</' NOW ENABLE THE DATA PATH FROM THE MODEM TO'/
1	 THE LSI CPU,'/
2 /' THEN TYPE "RUN TTY" ON THE LSI TERMINAL'%
3 i' AND TYPE RETURN TO CONTINUE',l)
19 FORMAT(/' NOW TYPE THE NAME OF THE LSI FILE TO RECEIVE'
1 /' THE VAX FILE; ',3)
20 FORMAT</' TO RESUME NORMAL LSI OPERATION SET SWITCHES'
1 /' ON JUNCTION SO THAT THE TERMINAL TO CPU FATHWAY'/
2	 IS ENABLED IN BOTH DIRECTIONS'/
3 /' TO RESUME VAX COMMUNICATION ON THE DECWRITER'
3 /'' ENABLE THE PATH64Y BETWEEN THE TERMINAL AND THE
4 /' CPU IN BOTH DIRECTIONS'
5 %'/' NOTE; TO USE THE PRINTER IT WILL BE NECESSAR';",





C	 THIS PROGRAM COPIESS FILES FROM THE
C	 LSI TT TO A NAMED FILE
C





C	 LINE031)	 VECTOR CONTAINING LINE TO BE COPIED
C	 FILE (40) 	 NAME OF THE LSI FILE
c	 NC	 NUMBER OF CHARACTERS PER LIME










C	 READ IN NAME OF LSI FILE
C
100 REHD(5.15)NC,(FILE<J),J=1,NC)
IF(FILE(1),EQ.' ',OR,NC.EQ,0)GO TO 100
FILE<NC+1)=0









C	 TERMINATE COPY WHEN THE FIRST FOUR CHARACTERS
C	 OF A LINE ARE ALL # SIGNS.
C
1014 IF<LINE<1).EQ.'#',AND.LINE<2).EQ.'#'. AND. LINE(3),EQ,'#'
1 .AND.LINE(4).EQ,`#')G0 TO 3000
WRITE(2,13)(LINE(J),J=1, NC)
GO TO 1000













C	 *	 TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED 	 *
C
	
*	 LIFE SCIENCES DIVISION	 *










C	 *	 PROGRAM	 MAME/ ....................... TTY	 *
C	 *	 AUTHOR ..... . ... .... ............ . . . ..AILLIAM	 G.	 CROSIER	 *
C	 *	 DATE: ...... ......... .... ....... . . . ..3W	 SEPTEH8ER	 1981	 *
C	 *	 ^
C	 *	 *





C	 *	 COMPUTER	 SYSTEM/..... ......... .. . ...LSI-11 ^	VAX-11/780
	
*







C	 *	 CGMP%LING SEQUENCE:	 *
C	 *	 *
C	 *	 LSI:	 MACRO TTY/LIST/CR	 *
C *
C	 *	 *











C	 *	 LSl^	 LINK TT'/	 *
C	 *	 *
C	 *	 '*














,TITLE TTY--CHANGE CONSOLE TERMINAL
; PROGRAM TO SWITCH BETWEEN REGULAR AND ALTERNATE CONSOLE TERMINAL,
; ONLY ONE TERMINAL IS ACTIVE AT ANY GIVEN TIME, ETCH TIME THIS
; PROGRAM IS RUN, CONTROL IS TRANSFERRED TO THE OTHER TERMINAL,
: WRITTEN SYc	 WILLIAM G. CROSIER
DATEi	 15 JULY 1980
,MCALL ,EXIT
NRMCSR-177560	 ;NORMAL TERMINAL ADDR,
NRMVEC-60	 ;NORMAL VECTOR ADDR,
ALTCSR-176500	 ;ALTERNATE TERMINAL ADDR,
ALTVEC-340	 ;ALT, VECTOR ADDR,
ASITMP-326+<ALTVEC%20>	 ;ALT, VECTOR BIT MAP LOC.
ALTMSK=3601<<15.*<ALTVEC—<20*<ALTVEC/20>>>i8,>+1>
;BIT MASK FOR PROTECTING ALT, VEC,
;PUT RMON ADDR, IN RO
;ALTERNATE TERMINAL IN USE'
;IF SO, SWITCH TO REGULAR TERM,



















@#NRMCSR+4 ;DISABLE NORMAL TERM,
CHANGE DEVICE ADDRESSES FOR CONSOLE TERM, IN MONITOR:
MOV #ALTCSR,304<RO) ;KB CSR ADDR,
MOU #ALTCSR+2,306<RO) ;KB INPUT BUFFER
MOV #ALTCSR+4,310(RO) ;PRINTER CSR
MOV #ALTCSR+6,312(RO) ;PRINTER BUFFER
BISB #ALTMSK,ASITMP(RO) ;SET LOO—MEMORY BIT MAP
;Tn PROTECT ALTERNATE TERMINAL,
SR RET
REGTRM: MOV @#ALTVEC,@#NRMVEC ;SWITCH VECTOR ADDRESSES FOR
MOU @#ALTVEC+2,@#NRMVEC+2 ;REGULAR TERMINAL.
Nov @#ALTVEC+4,@#NRMVEC+4
MOV @#ALTVEC+6,@#NRMVEC+6
CLR @#ALTCSR ;DISABLE ALTERNATE TERM,
CLR @#ALTCSR+4




























C	 + TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED *
C	 * LIFE SCIENCES DIVISION
C
	








C	 * PROGRAH	 NAME / ....................... DICTIN *




C	 * PROGRAHMER/ ......................... SCOTT
	 G.	 TH0MPSON *
C
	






C	 * COMPUTER	 SYSTEM; .................... LSI-11, 	 VAX-11/780 *









C	 * COMPILING SEQUENCE., *
C	 * *
C	 * LSI^	 REMOVE CLSI COHHEHTS *
L	 * CREATE FILE1i MAIN, LCASE *
C	 * CREATE FILE2. COPYA,COP^/D,COPYM,COPYE.FETCH *
C	 * VALNAM,OVF:RLP, REPORT, HANG *
C	 * CREATE FILE3i ELEHNT,ELLVAL,REORDR *
C	 * COMPILE SEPGRATELY: FORTRAN FILEH *
C	 * *
C	 * VAX:	 REHWE CUAX COMMENTS *




C	 * LINKING SEQUENCE. *
C	 * *
C	 * LSI;	 L%NK'9RUHPT'E^,ECUTE:b{^T%N FILE1 *
C	 * :OF lLE2/O: 1/C *
C	 * *FlLE3/O:1// *
C	 '^ *










































































16$21 BUCCANEER, SUITE 206
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77058
AUTHOR: SCOTT G. THOMPSON
DESIGNER/ANALYSTi CRAIG E. LITTON
DEPARTMENT OF SIOMATHEMATICS
28 APRIL 1981
THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO CREATE AND MAINTAIN A DICTIONARY
FILE FOR DATA WHICH IS STORED IN A HIERACHIAL STRUCTURE OF
FORMS AND ELEMENTS.
DICTIONARY - CONTAINS A MAXIMUM OF FIFTY FORMS ACCESSED BY
NAME.
FORM	 - CONTAINS A MAXIMUM OF 100 ELEMENTS WHICH ARE
ACCESSED BY NAME INSIDE OF RESPECTIVE FORMS.
ELEMENT	 - KEY TO HOW THE ACTUAL DATA MAY BE r'fJUND
THE MASTER DICTIONARY HEADER RECORD IS THE FIRST INFORMATION
FOUND IN THE FILE, IT IS FOLLOWED BY THE FORMS,
EACH FORM HAS A HEADER RECORD, IT IS STRUCTURED
AS FOLLOWS:
FNAMEC10i = THE NAME OF THE FORM
ID(10)	 = THE IDENTIFICATION, IF PRESENT
IDSTCL	 = THE USER SPECIFIED STARTING COLUMN OF THE ID
IWIDTH	 = THE PROGRAM CALCULATED WIDTH OF THE ID NAME
NUMELS	 = NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN THE FORM
THE INFORMATION CONCERNING THE UP TO 100 ELEMENTS IN EACH
FORM IS ARRAYED AS FOLLOWS:
i = ARRAY OF ELEMENT NAMES IN FORM
USER SUPPLIED STARTING COLUMN FOR
THE ELEMENT
USER SUPPLIED ELEMENT WIDTH
= TYPE OF THE ELEMENT iA,I,X,Fi
= IF F TYPE, NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES
- ARRAY OF ELEMENT DESCRIPTIONS
THE MASTER HEADER AND ONE FORM CONTAINING ITS ASSOCIATED
ELEMENT DESCRIPTORS IS uAINTAINED IN CORE AT ONE TIME. AFTER
A NEW FORM COMMAND IS SELECTED, A NEW FORM IS REAr- IN OFF THE
STORAGE DEVICE AND THE OLD MODIFIED FORM IS WRITTEN TO THE
SCRATCH FILE. THE SCRATCH FILE IS REWRITTEN TO THE FEFMENANT
FILE BY DELETING THE FILE FROM ITS LOCATION AND CONDENSING,
THE NEW FILE IS APPENDED AT THE END OF THE DICTIONARY AND THE








C TO CALCULATE THE ADDRESS OF ANY FORM IT IS NECESSARY TO KNOW
C HOW MANY ELEMENTS ARE IN EACH FORM, LOGICALLY THE PROGRAM MILL
C CONSIDER THE MASTER HEADER A RECORD AND EACH FORM HEADER AND
C ELEMENT HERDER WILL ALSO BE SEPERATE RECORDS,
C
C
C TABLE OF VARIABLES
C
C VARIABLE USE :S
C
C C COLUMN NUMBER y{
C DFLAG POINTER FOR RECORD DELETION
C ECOM ELEMENT COMMAND
C FCOM FORM COMMAND
C I INDEX VARIABLE
C IDOWN LOGICAL l:NIT NUMBER
C IDSTCL ID STARTING COLUMN
C IEND LENGTH OF LONGEST RECORD WITHIN FORM
C IFLAG ELEMENT POINTER
C IFOUND SEARCH FLAG
C II INDEX VAR'ABLE
C INITAL INITIALIZH'ION FLAG
C ITEST INTERMEDIATE VALUE FOR IEND
C IUP LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER
C IWIDTH ID WIDTH
C J INDEX VARIABLE
C K INDEX VARIABLE
C KA PRINTING INDEX
C KB PRINTING INDEX
C M INDEX UARIABLE
C MEND LENGTH OF LONGEST RECORD WITHIN FORM
C MODIFY COMMAND
C MORC MODIFY OR CREATE DICTIONARY
C N INDEX VARIABLE
C NDEL DELETION POINTER
C NFORMS NUMBER OF FORMS IN DICTIONARY
C NCLEAR INITIAL'.ZATION INDEX
C NUMELS NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN A FORM
C TCOL TEMPORARY FOR IDSTL'l_
C TELS TEMPORARY FOR NUMELS
C TEND TEMPORARY FOR IEND







C CENAME(10) CURRENT ELEMENT NAME
C CFNAME (10) CURRENT FO,-..H NAME
C DESC 0 00,40) ELEMENT DESCRIPTIONS
C DPLACE(100) NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES FUR F TYPE
C ENAMES(100,10) ELEMENT NAMES
C ESTCOL(100) ELEMENT STARTING COLUMNS
C ETYPE(100) ELEMENT TYPES 4
C EWIDTH(100) ELEMENT WIDTHS
C FILE(30) NAME OF THE DICTIONAR Yr FILE
C F14AME(10) FORM NAME
C FNAMES(50,10) ALL FORM NAMES






























TEMPORARY FOR DECIMAL PLACES
TEMPORARY FOR TYPES

































1	 DICT,DAT	 PERMENANTDICTIONARY FILE
C
	
2	 XXXX.XXX	 TEMPORARY SCRATCH FILE
C
C


















































1 OPEN (UNIT=1, NAME=FILE, TYPE='OLD', ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',
2 FORM='FORMATTED',DISPOSE='KEEP',CARRIAGECONTROL='FORTRAN'
3 RECORDSIZE=70,ERR n4)








C	 WRITE OUT BLANK DICTIONARY FOR CREATION
C






















CLSI	 DO 47 J=1,NUMELS
CLSI	 READ( 1,911)<ENAMES(J, K),K=1, 10),ESTCOL(J),EWiDTH(J),ET'i'FE<J)









CLSI	 OPEN(UNIT=I, NAMEnFILE,TYPE='NEW', ACCESS= 'SEQUENTIAL',
CLSI	 1 FORM= 'FORMAT TED',DISPOSE n l-,EEP",CARRIAGECONTROL n 'FORTRAN',
CLSI	 2 RECORDSIZE n70)
C
C	 REINTIALIZE STORAGE BUFFERS EACH FORM PASS
C



































IF(FC OM. NE. 'A') GO TO 200
C
C


































IF(IDSTCL.LT,O.OR.IDSTCL.GT .5120)GO TO 155
IF(IDSTCL.GT ,131)WRITE<LPUNIT,841)
WRITE<LPUNIT,835)
READ<5,*,END=156,ERR n 156> IWIDTH
IF<IWIDTH.LT.O.OR.IWIDTH.GT .10>WRITB<LPUNIT,842)























WRITE ( 1DOWN , 907)<FN (4ME<j),J= 1, 10), <ID(J), .J=1, 1'"	 I'	 "L,
1 IWIDTH, ( IVALUE ( J),J=1, 10),IJUMELS, IEhiD
DO 190 J-1,NUMELS
WRITE(IDOWN,911)(ENAMES(J, K),K-1,10),EST"	 J',-1'-41DT* J),
1 ETYPE(J),DPLACE(J),<DESC(J,K),K n 1,40)





























200 IF(FCOM.NE .'D')GO TO 300
C





IF(CFNAME(i).EQ.'	 ')GO TO 205
C

































360 IF(FCOM.NE.'M') GO TO 400
C
C
C MODIF•f FORM COMMAND
C
C !
IF(NFORMS.EQ.0)GO TO 510	 a
305 WRITE(LPUNIT,810)
READ (5,904,END=305,ERR=305)(CFNAHE I),1=1,10)
IF(CFNAME(1).EQ.'	 ')GO TO 305
C 90
a
C	 FIND THE FORM TO BE MODIFIED IN THE HEADER
C
IFLAG-O
DO 310 I n 1,NFORMS
DO 315 Ju1,1W
IF<CFNAME<J).NE.FHAMES<I,J)) GO TO 310
315 IF(J.EQ.10)IFLAG-I
310 CONTINUE
IF( IFLAG. EQ. O)NRITE(LPUNIT,80S)<CFNAME<I),I=1,10)
IF(IFLAG.EQ.0)GO TO 50
C









C	 CHANGE FORM HEADER INFO AND/OR MASTER PRADER
C

























IF(YORN.NE .'Y')GO TO 330
331 WRITE<LPUNIT,815)
READ( 5, 914, END=331, ERR=331)N, < ID(J), J= 1, 10)
IF(F4.GT.10)WRITE<LPU14IT,847)(ID(J),J=1,10)







READ(5, 901, END=336, ERR==6)YORN
CALL LCI;SE0'0RN)	 91
IF(YORN.EQ.'N')GO TO 340
I F O'ORN . NE . ' Y') GO TO 335
337 HRITE^LPUNIT,816)
READ<S,,M,END=337,ERRw337)IDSTCL
IF( IDSTCL. LT. 0. OR. IDSTCL.GT .5:^0)WRITEiLPUN IT, 840,,



















IF<YORN.NE .'Y')GO TO 349
351 WRITE<LPUNIT,855)
READ<5,914,END=351,ERR=351)N,<IVALUE^J),Js1,IWIDTH)










































410 CONT I' )E
415 WRITE(LPUNIT,818)
READ ( 5, 90 1, EiZ=415, ERR-415) YORN
CALL LCASE(YORN)
IF(YORN.EQ,'N') GO TO 50
IF(YORN.NE .'Y') GO TO 415
c




IF(CFNAME(1).EQ.' ')GO TO 416
C




















C	 ELEMENT NAME LISTING
C
435 WRITE(LPUNIT,8,23)
READ ( 5, 90 1, END :1435, ERR=435) YORN
CALL LCASE<YORN)
IF(YORN.EQ,'N')GO TO 50












WRITE(LPUNIT,909)((ENAMES(I I, J), J=I,10),II=KA,KB)
450 CONTINUE
C	 93
C	 SPECIFIC ELEMENT TO LIST
C
455 WRITE(LPUNIT,839)
READ< 5, 901, END=455, ERR-455)YORN
CALL LCASE(YORN>
IF(YORN,EQ.'N')GO TO 50
IF(YORN.NE .'Y')GO TO 455
456 WRITE(LPUNIT,825)
READ(3,904,END-456,ERRn456,(CENAME(I),I&.,10>
IF<CENAME<1).EQ.' ')GO TO 456
IFOUND•0
DO 470 I n 1,NUMELS
DO 460 Jn 1, 10
IF(ENAMES(I,J).NE.CENAME(J))GO TO 470
460 IF<J.EQ.10)IFOUND,I












500 1F(FCOM.NE,'E')GO TO 505
C
C	 EXIT THE PROGRAM
C
GO TO 700
505 IF<FCOM,NE.'R')GO TO 60
C








COAX	 GO TO 40















801 FORMAT(i//10X,/WELCOME TO PROGRAM DICTIONARY'//10X,
1 'DO YOU WISH TO	 94
2 'MODIFY AN EXISTING FILE OR CREATE A NEW ONE?'
3 //1 OX, 'PLEASE ENTER:', 24X,
4 'M - IF YOU WANT TO MODIFY OR LIST A DICTIONARY'
5 /24X, 'C - IF YOU WANT TO CREATE A NEW DICTIONARY',
6 //10X,'COMMAND: ',f)
802 FORMAT(//10X,'SELECT A FORM FUNCTION: '/•IOX
1 'ENTER	 FOR THE FOLLOWING FORM FUNCTION'//
2 10X,' A	 ADD A FORM'/10X,
3	 D	 DELETE A FORM'/10X,
4	 E	 EXIT THE PROGRAM',IOX,
5	 L	 LIST A FORM'/10X,
6	 M	 MODIFY A FORM'/10X,
7	 R	 ISSUE A DICTIONARY REPORT'
8 //10X,-'COMMAND: ',#)
803 FORMAT</10X,'NAME OF THE FORM TO BE ADDEDi ',3)
804 FORMAT(/10X,"WILL THE FORM CONTAIN ID INFORMATION (YIN)? ',S)
805 FORMAT(/IOX,'ENTER ID NAME: ',_)
806 FORMAT</10X,'ENTER ID STARTING COLUMN= ',$)
807 FORMAT(/ I OX, 'NAME OF THE FORM TO BE DELETED: ',1<)
808 FORMAT(/IOX,'FORM ',IAA1,' NOT FOUND IN DICTIONARY')
809 FORMAT(/ IOX, 'FORM	 IOAI, HAS BEEN DELETED')
810 FORMAT ( / I OX, 'NAME OF THE FORM TO BE MODIFIED:
811 FORMAT(/ IOX, 'DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE FORM HEADER INFORMATION?',
1	 ' (Y/N): ',$)
812 FORMAT</laX,'CHANGE FORM NAMEiY/N)? ',3)
813 FORMAT(f1aX,'NEW FORM NAME: ',t)
814 FORMAT<•10X,`CHANGE ID NAME(Y/N:? ',3)
815 FORMAT(/IOX,'NEW ID NAME: ',3)
816 FORMAT(/IOX,26HNEW ID'S STARTING COLUMN: ,i)
817 FORMAT</10)t,'THE FORMS IN THIS DICTIONARY ARE:',:)
818 FORMAT<//10X,'DO YOU WANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION ON A FORM
1 '<Y/N)? ',3)
819 FORMAT</ IOX, 'NAME OF THE FORM TO BE LISTED: `,3>
820 FORMAT</laX,'FORM NAME: ',IOAI)
821 FORMAT (/10X,'ID: ',laAl,' ID STARTING COLUMN: ',I4,' ID WIDTH:
1 I4/IOX,'ID VALUE: ',IOAI)
822 FORMAT (/IOX, 'NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN THIS FORM: '.I4)
823 FORMAT(/IIOX,'DO YOU WANT AN ELEMENT LISTING FO:? THIS FORM(Y-•N)7'
1 1X,$)
824 FORMAT(/IOX,'THIS FORM CONTAINS NO ELEMENTS')
825 FORMAT(/IOX,'NAME OF THE ELEMENT TO BE LISTED: '4)
826 FORMAT(/IOX,'ELEMENT ',laAl,` NOT FOUND IN FORM i
827 FORMAT(rlaX,'ELEMENT NAME: ',IOAI)
828 FORMAT(/IOX,'ELEMENT STARTING COLUMN: ',I4)
329 FORMAT (/IOX, ELEMENT WIDTH: ',I4)
830 FORMAT(:IOX,'ELEMENT TYPE: ',Al)
831 FORMAT(, IOX, 'FLOATING FOINT DECIMAL PLACES; `,IA>
832 FORMAT(/10X, DESCRIPTION: ',40A1)
833 FORMAT (/LOX, 'THE DICTIONARY CONTAINS NO FORMS ON WHICH TO OPERATE'
1 ,IOX,'...,YOU MUST ADD A FORM IN ORDER TO EXECUTE OTHER
2 'OPERATIONS.')
834 FORMAT(/'IOX,'FORM ',10A1,' CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS:
835 FORMAT(/laX,"ENTER ID WIDTH: ',3)
836 FORMAT(/IOX,'CHANGE ID WIDTHkY,, N)? ',3)
837 FORMAT(:'laX,'NEW ID WIDTH: ',E)
838 FORMAT( 10X,`THERE ARE 50 FORMS CURRENTLY IN THE DICTIONARY('
1	 10X, 'THIS IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER ......... YOU MAY NOT'
2	 /10X, 'PERFORM AN ADD FORM OPERATION UNLESS YOU DELETE
3	 113X, SOME OTHER EXISTING FORM. >
839 FORMAT IOX, -'DO YOU WANT TO LIST AN ELEMENTiY- N) ',3)
95
840 FORMAT(i10X,''THE STARTING COLUMN OF THE ID MUST BE
1 'BETWEEN 0 AND 5120')
841 FORMAT<i10X,'WARNING: THE STARTING COLUMN ENTERED IS
1 'GREATER THAN 131')
842 FORMAT(i10X,'THE ID WIDTH MUST BE BETWEEN 0 AND 10')
84:: FORMAT<i10X,'WARNING: THE ID WIDTH IS GREATER THAN 131')
844 FORMAT(i10X,'FORM ',10A1,' HAS ',12,' ELEMENTS')
845 FORMAT(i10X,'FORM ',10A1,' HAS BEEN DELETED FROM THE',
1 ' DICTIONARY')
846 FORMAT(i10X,'FORM NAME GIVEN EXCEEDS 10 CHARACTERS'
1 i10X,'FORM NAME ENTERED n 1,10A1)
847 FORMAT(i10X,'ID NAME GIVEN EXCEEDS 10 CHARACTERS"
1 i10X,'ID NAME ENTERED = ',10Aa)
848 FORMAT(i10X,'NAME OF THE DICTIONARY (FILENAME,TYPE)
1	 ,#)
849 FORMAT(i10X,'AN ID41DTH OF ',I4,' STARTING IN COLUMN 1,14,
1 ' EXCEEDS'i10X,'THE MAXIMUM LENGTH OF 5120')
850 FORMAT(ii10X,'PROGRAM DICTIONARY SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED'
1 i10X,'THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT''i10X,
2 1 HAVE A NICE DA's'//)
C51 FORMAT(i10X,'CHANGE ID STARTING COLUMN <Y/N)? #)
852 FORMAT<i10X,'ENTER THE VALUE OF THE ID: ',#)
853 FORMAT(il©X, I ID VALUE GIVEN EXCEEDS ',14,', THE INDICATED'
i i10X,'MAXIMUM ID WIDTH'
2 iIOX,'ID VALUE ENTERED , ',10A1)
854 FORMAT(i10X,'CHANGE ID VALUE <Y/N)? ',#)
855 FORHAT(i10X,'ENTER NEW ID VALUE: ',#)
856 FORMAT(i10X, I IN'JALID FORM NAME ... FORM ALREADY EXISTS')




858 FORMAT<i10X,'FORM FUNCTION: ',#)













909 FORMAT (SX, 5 (ZX, I @A 1 "1 )



















CVAX 899 FORMAT(/l0X,'*****EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN*****'//








C	 THIS ROUTINE RETURNS AN UPPER CASE LETTER FOR A

















LOGICAL*l FNAMES ( 50, 10) , FNAME < 10>, ID < 10),ENAMES ( 100, 10) , ET'.,F'E(100)
1 ,DESC(100,40),IVALUE<10)
COMMON/ELEC%NFORMS,IDSTCL,IHIDTH,NUMELS,ESTCOL,EWIDTH,DPLACE,




















































DO 100 I n 1,N
READ<IUP,907)( FNAME( J), Ju l, 10),(ID(J),J=1,10),IDSTCL,IWIDTH,
1 <IVALUE(J),J-1,10),NUMELS,IEND
IF(I,NE,NDEL)
1 WRITE( IDOWN,9137)(FNAME(J), J u l, 10),(ID(J), Ju l, 10),IDSTCL,IWIDTH,
2 (IVALUE(J), Ju l, 10),NUMELS,IEND
IF(NUMELS,EQ.0) GO TO 100
DO 50 J-1,NUMELS

















2 , TEND, DFLAG
LOGICAL*l FNAMES(50,10),FNAME(10),ID(10:,ENAME54106,10),ET'i'F'E(lk)O)



















READ(IUP,907)(TNAME(J), J a i, 10),(T ID( J), Ja i, 10),TCOL,TWIDTH,
1 (TVAL<J), Ju l, 10),TELS,'fEND
IF(I.NE,IFLAG)










1 WRITE(IDOWN,911)(TENAMcJ, K), Ku l, 10),TECOLkJ),TE.H(J),TTYFEiJ)
2 ,TPLACE(J),(TDESC(J,K),K-l,40)
50 CONTINUE
55 IF(I,NE.IFLAG)GO TO 100
IF(NUMELS,EQ,0)GO TO 100
DO 60 J-1,NUMELS








































DO 50 Jn 1, NUMEL S
READ( IUP, 911)(ENAHES(J,K), K a i, 10),ESTCOL(J),EWIDTH(J),ETYFE(J)


















1 ,DESC(1 64 40),IVALUE(1O)
COMMONiELEL/NFORMS,IDSTC!,IWIDTH,NUMELS,ESTCOL,EWIDTH,DPLACE,






I F (I FLAG . EQ . l > GO TO 200
K-IFLAG-1
DO 100 I=1,K

























C	 THIS ROUTINE DETERMINES IF THERE IS AN EXISTING
C	 FORM IN THE DICTIONARY OF THE SAME NAME. IF THERE IS







DO 100 I n i,NFORMS










C	 THIS ROUTINE CHECKS FOR OVERLAPPING ELEMENTS WITHIN THE FORM
C







IF(ID(i).EQ.' ')GO TO 150
IF<(IDSTCL+IWIDTH).LE.ESTCOL(I).OR.IDSTCL.GE.(ESTCOL(I)+EWIDTH(I)>
1 )GO TO 150
WRITE(LPUNIT,801)(ID(K>,K n 1,10),<ENAPIES(I,K),Ko1,10>
150 DO 200 Jn i,NUMELS
iF(I.GE.J>GO TO 200
IF(<ESTCOL(I>+EWIDTH(I)).LE.ESTCOL<J>.OR.ESTCOL(I),GE.
1 (ESTCOL(J)+EWIDTH(J)))GO TO 200






801 F0RMAT<r16X,'WARNINGi ID ELEMENT ',10A1,' OVERLAPS ONTO'
1 ' ELEMENT ',10A1>













COHMON•ELEC,, HFORMS,IDSTCL, INIDTH,f4JMELS,ESTCOL,EWIPTH. LhCE,
i FHARES,FHAME,ID,ENAliE,•,ETYPE,GESC,GFLAG,I END, IVALUE
C




















CVAX	 1 OPEW UNIT-3, NAME=FILE2, TYPE= 'NEW ACCESSz'SEQUENTIAL*,

























C	 PRINT INFO ON EACH FORM
C




















DO 310 K n40,1 —1
iND=K
IF(DESC(J,K).NE.' ')GO TO 315
CONTINUE

















801 FORMAT('(/1X,24HTHE FORMS IN DICTIONARY ,',12,
1 `A1,5H ARE;/)')
802 FORMAT(ii1X,'FORMNAME; ',10A1,5X,'NUMBER OF ELEMENTS; ',I4,
1 5X,'RECORD LENGTH; ',I4%/'IX,'ID NAME; ',10A1,2X,
2 'ID STARTING COLUMN- ',I4,2X, l ID WIDTHi ',I4,2X,
3 'ID VALUEi ',10A1/)
803 FORMAT(%10X,'NO ELEMENTS IN THIS FORM 'i%)
804 FORMAT ( IX, 10A1,2X,I4,3X,I4,3X, Al, 4X,I2,5X,40A1)
805 70RMAT( IX, 'ELEMENT',3X,"STARTING',1X,'FIELD',
1 IX, 'TYPE', IX, 'DECIMAL', IX, "DESCRIPTION-/ IX, 'NAME',6)t,
2 'COLOHN!',3X, *WIDTH',6X,'PLACES`.,')
CLSI 806 FORMAT(%10X,'FILENAME FOR FILED REPORT'
CLSI	 1 %10X,'(FILENAME.TYPE) _ ',t)
CVAX 806 FORMAT(i10X,'FILENAME FOR PRINTED OR FILED REPORT-'
CVAX	 i !10X,'(FILENAME.TYPE) = ',3)
807 FORMAT(%10X,'REPORT HAS BEEN FILED UNDER"
1 %10X,'(FILENAME.Ti'PE) = ',40A1)
r;L SI 808 FORMAT(/10X,-REPORT HAS BEEN SENT TO THE LSI LINE PRINTER')
CO"X 808 FORMAT(%10X,'REPORT HAS BEEN SENT TO THE LINE PRINTER'
CVAX	 1 %10X,'(FILENAME.TYPE) = ',401;1)
901 FORMAT(I2)






























THIS ROUTINE WILL SELECT THE THE ADD, DELETE, MODIFY,
C
	




ALL INFORMATION OTHER THAN THE DICTIONARY HEADER 'iUST BE
C
	

























































IF<W. LT. O. OR. W. GT. 5120)WRITE(LPUNIT,83a>
IF(W,LT.0.OR.W.GT.5120)GO TO 102
IF<W.GT.131)WRTTE(LPUNIT,639)









1 (T.EQ.'F'))GO TO 106
GO TO 105






















IF(YORN. NE , 'Y' )GO TO 110
120 WRITE(LPUNIT,808)
READ :5,905, END- 120, ERR- I20)N,(DESC<NUMELS,K>,K=1,40>
IF<DESC<NUHELS,1>.EQ.' `)GO TO 120
IF<N.GT.40>IrRIM LFUNIT,843>(DESC(NUMELS,K),K=1,40)
GO TO 50
200 IF(ECOM.NE .'D'>GO TO 241
C
















C	 DELETE ELEMENT NAME
C
















241 IF(ECOM.NE .'M')GO TO 300
C




















IF(YORN.EQ.'N') GO TO 260
IF(YORN.NE .'Y')GO TO 250
255 WRITE(LPUNIT,814)
READ<5,902,END=255,ERR=255)N,(CENAME(J), Ju l, 10)






258 DO 259 I-1,10
259 ENAMES(IFLAG,I)=CENAME(I)
260 WRITE(LPUNIT,815)
READ< 5, 901, END=260, ERR=260)) ORN
CALL LCASE(YORN)
IF(YORN.EQ,'N')GO TO 270
IF(YORN.NE .`Y')GO TO 260
106
265 WRITE (LPUNIT,616>



















IF(PORN . EQ.'N'.AND . ETYFE(IFLAG).EQ.'F'>GO TO 285
IF(YORN.EQ.'N')GO TO 290
IF(YORN.NE.'Y')GO TO 280
281 IF(INST . EQ.'L')WRITE (LPUNIT,820)
IF(INST . EQ.'S')WRITE (LPUNIT,850)
IF(ETYPE(IFLAG). EQ. 'F'>DPLACE ( IFLAG),G
READ < 3,901 , END-281 , ERR=281 > ETYPE(IFLAG)
CALL LCASE(ETYPE(IFLAG>)
T=ETYPE(IFLAG)
IF( (T. EQ. 'A'). OR. (T. EQ. 'I'>.OR. (T.EQ. W), OR.
1 (T.EQ.'F'))GO TO 285
GO TO 281
285 IF (ETYPE(IFLAG). NE. 'F') GO TO 290
IF(DPLACh(IFLAG).EQ.0)GO TO 286
284 WRITE(LPUNIT,851)
READ ( 5, 901 ) YORN
CALL LCASE(YORN)
IF(YORN.EQ.'N'>GO TO 290





IF(DPLACE ( IFLAG) . LE.EWIDTH ( IFLAG ))GO TO 290
WRITE(LPUNIT,845)EWIDTH(IFLAG)
GO TO 286









READ( 5,905 ,END=295, ERR-29'W )N,(DEoC (IFLAG,J),J=1,40)
IF(DESC(IFLAG,1 >.EQ- ' ')GO TO a95
IF(N.GT.40)WRITE(LPUt4IT,543)(1,ESC(IFLAG,J),J=1,40>
GO TO 50




C	 LIST ELEMENT COMMAND
C
IF(MUMELS.NE .0>GO TO 305
WRITE(LPUNIT,835)(FNAME(I),I n 1,10)
GO TO 50











READ (5,901,END-315 ► ERR-315)YORN
CALL LCASE(YORN)
IF(YORN.EG .'N') GO TO 50
IF(YORN.NE .'Y')GO TO 315
C




IF(CENAME(1),EG.' ')GO TO 316
IFLAG-0
DO 320 I nl,NUMELS
DO 325 J=1,18
IF(CENAME(J),NE,ENAMES(I,J >) GO TO 320
325 IF(J.Eg.10)IFLAG-I
320 CONTINUE












335 WRITE (LPUNIT,832)(DESC(IFLAG,J: I , Jr- 1,40)
GO TO 315
400 IF(ECOM,NE.'F'>GO TO 410
C
C	 GO BACK TO FORM SELECT
C
GO TO 500
410 IF(ECOM,NE,'R )G0 TO 425
c

































801 FORMAT(//10X,'SELECT AN ELEMENT FUNCTIONt'//10X,
1 'ENTER	 FOR THE FOLLOWING ELEMENT FUNCTION'//
2 10X,' A	 ADD AN ELEMENT'/10X,
3 ' D	 DELETE AN ELEMENT'/10X,
4	 M	 MODIFY AN ELEMENT'/10X,
5 ' L	 LIST AN ELEMENT'/10X,
6 ' F	 RESEQUENCE ELEMENTS'/10X,
7	 F'	 RETURN TO FORM COMMAND SELECTION'//10X,
8 'COMMAND: ',4)
802 FORMAT(/10X,'NAME OF THE ELEMENT TO BE ADDED: ',3)
803 FORMAT (/1 OX, 'STARTING COLUMN OF THE ELEMENT= ',f)
884 FORMAT(/ LOX, 'FIELD WIDTH OF THE ELEMENT: ',$)
805 FORMATQIOX,
1 'ENTER	 FOR THE FOLLOWING ELEMENT TYPE'1110X,
2 ' A	 ALPHANUMERIC ELEMENT'/10X,
3	 I	 INTEGER ELEMENT'/10X,
4	 X	 FILLER SPACE'/10X,
5	 F	 FLOATING POINT OR DECIMAL ELEMENT',-'/10X,
6 'ELEMENT TYPE: ',$)
806 FORMAT< /LOX, 'DECIMAL PLACES IN FLOATING POINT ELEMENT; ',3)
807 FORMAT(/ LOX, 'HILL THERE BE AN ELEMENT DESCRIPTION (Y/N)( ',x)
808 FORMAT(/10X,'ENTER DESCRIPTION: ',$)
809 FORMAT(/10X,'DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE EXECUTING
1 'ELEMENT OPERATIONS(Y/N)? ',$)
818 FORMAT(/10X,-NAME OF THE ELEMENT TO BE DELETED: ',3)
811 FORMAT(/10X,'ELEMENT ',1bA1,' NOT FOUND IN THIS FORM')
812 FORMAT(/IOX,'NAME OF THE ELEMENT TO BE MODIFIED. ',$)
813 FORMAT(/10X,'DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE ELEMENT NAME (Y/N)% ',3)
814 FORMAT(/10X.'NEW NAME: ',S)
815 FORMAT (/10X,'DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE STARTING COLUMN 1Y/N} '
1	 ,3)
816 FORMAT(/10X,'NEW STARING COLUMN: ',3)
817 FORMAT (/1OX,'DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE ELEMENT WIDTH (`r'/N)?
1 $)	
109
818 FORMAT(/lOX,'NEW WIDTHt ',S)
819 FORMAT( /IOX,'DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE ELEMENT TYPE %-.'iN)T ',S)
820 FORMAT(/10X,
1 'ENTER	 FOR THE FOLLOWING ELEMENT TYPE'%r'1OY,
2 ' A	 ALPHANUMERIC ELEMENT'/lOX,
3	 1	 INTEGER ELEMENT•'/IOX,
4 ' X	 FILLER SPACE,/lOX,
5 ' F	 FLOATING POINT OR DECIMAL ELEMENT'//IOX,
6 'NEW ELEMENT TYPEi ',S)
821 FORMAT(/IOX,'NUMSER OF DECIMAL PLACESt ',S)
822 FORMAT(/lOX,'DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION',
1 ' (Y/N)? ',$)
823 FORMAT(r10X,'NEW DESCRIPTIONt ',S)
824 FORMAT(/lOX,'FORM ',IOAi,' CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING ELEMEHTSt'/)
825 FORMAT<i10X,'DO YOU WANT TO LIST AN ELEMENT (Y/N)7 ',S)
826 FORMAT(/IOX,'NAME OF THE ELEMENT TO BE LISTEDt ',S)
827 FORMAT( /IOX,'NAME OF THE ELEMENTt ',10A1)
828 FORMAT(/IOX,'STARTING COLUHNt 1,I4)
829 FORMAT(/10X,'ELEMENT WIDTHt ',I4)
830 FORMAT(/IOX,'ELEMENT TYPEt ',Al)
831 FORMAT(i10X,'DECIMAL PLACESi ',12)
832 FORMAT(/IOX,'DESCRIPTIONi ',40A1)
833 FORMAT(/IOX,'ILLEGAL ELEMENT COMMAND, LEGAL COMMANDS ARE A,D,M
i '',R OR L'//IOX,'DO YOU WANT TO ISSUE A FORM COMMAND INSTEAD
2 '(Y/N)? ',S)
834 FORMAT(/ LOX ,'THERE ARE 100 ELEMENTS CURRENTLY IN THIS',
1 ' FORM, THIS IS THE MANlHUM'/lOX,'NUMBER, IF',
2 ' YOU WANT TO ADD A NEW ELEMENT,' /LOX,' YOU MUST DELETE',
3 ' AN EXISTING ONE,')
835 FORMAT(/IOX,'FORM ',10A1,' DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY ELEMENTS')
836 FORMAT</ LOX, 'THE STARTING COLUMN OF THE ELEMENT MUST
1 'BE BETWEEN 0 AND 5120')
837 FORMAT(/lOX, 'WARNING t THE STARTING COLUMN OF THE ELEMENT IS',
1 ' GREATER THAN 131')
838 FORMAT(f10X,'THE ELEMENT WIDTH MUST BE BETWEEN 0 AND 5120')
839 FORMAT(/lOX, 'WARNING t THE ELEMENT WIDTH IS GREATER THAN',
1 ' 131')
840 FORMAT(/IOX,'ELEMENT ',10A1,' HAS BEEN DELETED FROM THE FORM')
341 FORMAT(i10X,'THE NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES MUST BE IN THE',
1 ' RANGE FROM 0 TO 5')
842 FORMAT(/10X,'ELEMENT NAME GIVEN EXCEEDS 10 CHARACTERS'
i , IOX,'ELEHENT NAME ENTERED = ',10A1)
843 FORMAT(/10X,'DESCRIPTION GIVEN EXCEEDS 40 CHARACTERS'
1 /IOX,'DESCRIPTION ENTERED = ',40A1)
844 FORMAT(/IOX,'AN ELEMENT WIDTH OF ',I4,
1 ' STARTING IN COLUMN ',I4,' EXCEEDS '10X,
2 'THE MAXIMUM LENGTH OF 5120')
845 FORMAT (/10X,'THE NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES MAY NOT
1 'EXCEED ',12,', THE' 3 10X,*ELEMENT WIDTH')
846 FORMAT(/1 OX, 'INVALID ELEMENT NAME,,, ELE-HENT ALREADY EXISTS')
847 FORMAT(/lOX,'ERRORt WIDTH OF AN INTEGER'
1 ' ELEMENT HAS EXCEEDED 9 PLACES')
848 FORMAT(f10X,'ELEMENT FUNCTION; ',S)
849 FORMAT</IOX,'ELEMENT TYPE; ',S)
850 FORMAT(/ LOX, 'NEW ELEMENT TYPE; ',S)
851 FORMAT<i10X,'DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE NUMBER OF DECIMAL '
1 ,'PLACES (Y!N)? ',S)
852 FORMAT(/IOX,'FORM ',10A1,' CONTAINS ONLY ONE ELEMENT 10X,
1 'YOU CANNOT REORDER IT,')
853 FORMAT</l0X,'ERROR; THE INTEGER PART OF A FLOATING POINT'
110














C	 THIS ROUTINE DETERMINES IF THERE IS AN EXISTING ELEMEENT
C	 IN THE CURRENT FORM OF THE SAME NAME, IF THERE IS,













































IF(CENAME(f).EQ.' ')GO TO 110
C
C	 FIND CURRENT POSITION OF ELEMENT
C
JFLAGnO












C	 CHECK TO SEE THAT ELEMENT HAS NOT ALREADY BEEN ENTERED
C	 IN THE NEW ORDER
C











C	 NEW ORDER HAS BEEN ASSIGNED
C




































WRITE(LPUNIT,'X31)((ENAMES(II,J), Jo t, 10),1I nKA,KS)
350 CONTINUE
RETURN
001 FORMAT(/IOX,'FORM ',1OA1,' CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING'
1 /IAX,'ELEMENTS TO BE REORDERED i '/)
002 FORMAT(/1OX,'THERE ARE A TOTAL OF ',I3,' ELEMENTS IN'
1 .'' FORM ',10A1,'."/1OX,'ENTER EACH ELEMENT, 014E PER LINE'
2 ,' IN THE NEW ORDER;'/)
803 FORMAT (IOX,'ELEMENT ',13,' n ',_)
804 FORMAT(/10X,'ELEMENT ',10A1,' NOT FOUND IN THIS FORM.'
1 /IOX,'PLEASE REENTER NAME.')
805 FORMAT(/IOX,'FORM ',IUAI,' HAS BEEN REORDERED. -'/lox,
1 'THE NEW ORDER IS:'/)
006 FORMAT (/1 OX, 'ELEMENT ',10A1,' Hki, ALREADY BEEN ENTERED IN'
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C w
C* PROGRAM NAMES .......................DATAIN
C * DESIGNER/ANALYSTS ...................CRAXG E. 	 LITTON
C * PROGRAMMERS .........................SCOTT G. 	 THOMPSON






C * COMPUTER SYSTEMS ....................LSI-11, 	 VAX-11/'80







C * COMPILING SEQUENCES
C to
C * LSIS	 REMOVE CLSI COMMENTS
C * CREATE FILER MAIN, LCASE
C * CREATE FILE2s VALID,FETCH,SIZE,DATA
C to CREATE FILE3S REPORT,HANG :k
C * COMPILE SEPERATELYs FORTRAN FI-EN
C :k w
C * VAXs	 REMOVE CVAX COMMENTS




C * LINKING SEQUENCES
C
G * LSI-11/02:	 LINK/PROMPT/EXECUTEtLoATAIN FILE1
C* -kF I LE2f 0 S 1 fC
C * *FILE3/OS l/i
C
C to LSI-11/23s	 LINK•'PROMPT%L ISSFPU. ,'EXECUTEs DATA IN FILE1 :k
C * *FILE2i0s1/C
C * *FILE3•'Os I//
G *




C to EXECUTION SEQUENCES	 RUN DATAIN
C *







C	 LIFE SCIENCES DIVISION
C	 16021 BUCCANEER, SUITE 206
C	 HOUSTON,TEXAS 77058
C
C	 PROGRAMMERi SCOTT G. THOMPSON
C	 DESIGNER/ANALYSTi CRAIG E. LITTON
C
C	 DEPARTMENT OF 81"THEMATICS




C	 'PHIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO ACCEPT DATA ENTRY THROUGH
C	 THE FORMAT DESCRIBED IN A DICTIONARY FILE. 	 THE FORMAT








C	 GOOD FLAG FOR FORM SEARCH IN DICTIONARY
C	 I INDEX VARIABLE
C	 IDSTCL ID STARTING COLUMN
C	 IEND LENGTH OF A SINGLE FORM RECORD
C	 IJ INDEX VARIABLE
C	 IPNT CALL PARAMETER FOR FETCH
C	 ISETS NUMBER OF DATA SETS
C	 IWIDTH WIDTH OF THE ID
C	 J INDEX VARIABLE
C	 K INDEX VARIABLE
C	 HC NUMBER OF CHARACTERS ON I14PUT LINE
C	 NCI NUMBER OF CHARACTERS ON INPUT LINE
C	 NFORMS NUMBER OF FORMS SELECTED FOR DATA ENTRY
C	 NREPS NU148ER OF REPETITIONS FOR A FORM
C	 HSIZE LENGTH OF LONGEST FORM FOR DATA ENTRY
C	 NUMBER I10EX OF FORM FOR DATA ENTRY
C	 NUMELS NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN A FORM
C	 YORN YES OR NO
C	 DESC<100,40) ARRAY OF ELEMENT DESCRIPTIONS
C	 DICTIN(40) NAME OF DICTIONgRY FILE USED
C	 DINDEX<50,10) NAMES OF ALL FORMS IN THE DICTIONARY USED
C	 DPLACE(100) DECIMAL PLACES IN THE ELEMENTS IN A FOR14
C	 ENAMES(100,10) NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN A FORM
C	 ESt:OL(100) STARTING COLUMNS OF ELEMENTB IN a FORM
C	 ETYPE<100) DATA TYPE OF ELEMENTS IN THE CURRENT FORM
C	 EWIDTH(100) WIDTHS OF ELEMENTS FILDS
C	 FILE(40) NAME OF THE FILE TO STORE THE DATA
C	 FNAME<10) NAME OF A FORM
C	 FNAMES<10,20) NAMES OF FORMS TO BE USED IN DATA ENTRY -EL,-..ION
C	 ID(10) NAME OF AN ID ON A PARTICULAR FORM
C	 IVALUE(10) VALUE OF THE ID







































































NUMBER OF REPETITIONS IN FIXED REP, FORMS
TYPE OF REPETITION FIXED OR VARIABLE
SUBROUTINE VALID
USE
FLAG FOR FORM SEARCH
INDEX VARIABLE
FLAG FOR FORM SEARCH
INDEX VARIABLE
NUMBER OF FORMS TO BE SEARCHED
INDEX OF FORM TO BE SEARCHED FOR
DICTIONARY FORM NAMES
DATA ENTRY FORM NAMES
ARRAY STORAGE FOR IFLAGS
u
SUBROUTINE FETCH
SAME AS IN THE MAIN PROGRAM
SUBROUTINE SIZE
SAME AS IN THE MAIN PROGRAM
SUBROUTINE DATA
VARIABLE	 USE
IA NUMBER OF DIGITS BEFORE THE DECIMAL POINT
IB NUMBER OF DIGITS AFTER THE DECIMAL POINT
ICOUNT ENDING INGICE
IEPOS OUPUT RECORD INDEX VARIABLE
ILEFT NUMBER OF CHARACTERS LEFT IN A RECORD
ILINES NUMBER OF OUTPUT LINES
IOUT END OF OUTPUT RECORD
ISTART STARTING INGICE
ITEST MAXIMUM SIZE FOR NUMERIC INPUT
IVAL INTEGER INPUT VALUE
ND NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN THE DESCRIPTION
NE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN THE ELEMENT FIELD
OCUR OCCURANCE NUMBER
RVAL REAL NUMBER INPUT VALUE
DFMT(50) ARRAY TO BUILD FORMAT STATEMENTS
DFMT2<50) ARRAY TO BUILD FORMAT STATEMENTS
ELEVAL(5120) ELEMENT VALUE





IDEX INDEX FOR DATA SETS
IGO READ FLAG
IS STARTING COLUMN OF ELEMENT
ISENT PRINTER FLAG
IUNIT FORTRAN UNIT NUMBER
RDEST REPORT DESTINATION
REPFLAG FLAG TO DETERMINE IF SAME DATA SET
RTYPE REPORT TYPE
IREC(5120) INPUT DATA RECORD TO REPORT
ITVAL(18) TEMPORARY IG VALUE
TREP(20) FORM REPETITIONS
11 /













C	 A(26)	 UPPER CASE CHARACTERS
C	 8<26)	 LOWER CASE CHARACTERS











COMMON/(.3 FNAME,ID,IDSTCL,IWIDTH,NUMELS,I END, ENAMES,ESTCOL,
1	 EWIDTH,ETYPE,DPLACE,DESC,IVALUE
COMMON.,C2/DINDEX,NFORMS










READ(5,901,END=100, ERR- 100)NC1,<FILE<1),I =1,NCI)
FILE(NCl +1:=0
C
C	 GET FILES CONTAINING FORMATS
C
200 WRITE<LPUNIT,602)
READ(5..901,END=200,ERR-200)NC,(DICT!N(I),I = 1, NC)
DICTINiNC+0=0
OPENiUNIT=2,NAME=DICT IN, TYPE='OLD', ACCESS- 'SEQUENTIAL'
1 FORM- 'FORMATTED`.DISPOSE-'KEEP',CARRIAGECONTROL=''FORTRAN',

























IF(FNAMES(l,J).EQ.' ')GO TO 350
NUMBER-J





IF(. NOT. (TREP(J). EQ. 'F'. OR. TREP(J). EQ. 'V'))GO TO 305
IF(TREP(J).EQ.'F')GO TO 310
CALL FETCH(NUMBER,KEYS)
























OPEN(UNITx I, NAME=FILE,TYPE = 'NEW', ACCESS= 'SEQUENTIAL',












CALL LCASE (PORN )






















CALL REPORT( I SETS, NFORMS, KEYS, REPS, NSIZE,TREP,LPUNIT)
C
C










800 FORMAT(// LOX, 'WELCOME TO THE DATA ENTRY PROGRAM'/r
801 FORMAT ( /I OX, 'FILENAME ON WHICH TO STORE THE DATA
1 /10X,'FILENAME,TYPE _ ',$)
802 FORMAT (,'10X,'NAME OF THE DICTIONARY TO BE USED FOR DATA ENTRY'
1 /IOX,'FILENAME.TYPE _ ',3)
803 FORMAT(//iX,'ENTER THE NAME OF EACH FORM TO BE USED AND THE
1	 /IX, 'NUMBER.OF TIMES IT IS TO BE USED, WHEN FINI SHED, TYPE
2	 /1X,'A CARRIAGE RETURN IN RESPONSE TO FORMNAME:'/.,'/)
804 FORMAT(/2X,`FORMNAME _ ',3)
805 FORMAT(2X,'REPETITIONS = ',$)
806 FORMAT(//10X,'YOU HAVE NOW ENTERED TWENTY FORMS WHICH IS'
1 %'10X, •'THE MAXIMUM NUMBER ALLOWED')
807 FORMAT</1OX,'REPETITIONS MUST HAVE A VALUE BETWEEN 1 & 100')
808 FORMAT(/2X,`DO YOU WANT f0 ENTER ANOTHER DATA SET (Y/N)? ',3)
809 FORMAT (// 1 OX, 'SUCESSFUL EXIT FROM DATA ENTRY PROGRAM.. .BYE')
810 FORMAT<//`*********BEGIN ENTERING DATA*********','//)
811 FORMAT (/2n,'NUMBER OF FORM REPETITIONS;'
1 ,'/2X,'ENTER', LOX, 'FOR THE FOLLOWING TYFE`
2 %'/4X, F`, 16X, I FIXED NUMBER OF REPETITIONS'
3	 /4X,'V',16X,'VARIABLE NUMBER OF REPETITIONS'
4 //2X,`COMMAND: ',$)
812 FORMAT</2X,'DO YOU WANT ANOTHER REPETITION OF
1	 'FORM `,10A1,' (Y/N)? ',f)
813 FORMAT (/2X, 'ERROR: THE CURRENT FORM DOE; NOT CONTAIN AN`,
1 ' ID.'/2X,`THE NUMBER OF REPETITIONS MAY NOT BE A`
2 /2X,' VARIABLE NUMBER WITHOUT AN ID.')
814 FORMAT('(/10X,24HTHE FORMS IN DICTIONARY 	 I2,'Al,5H ARE:
815 FORMAT(,2X,ARE THERE ANY REPETITIONS OF FORM










C	 THIS ROUTINE RETURNS AN UPPER CASE LETTER FOR A

















C	 THIS ROUTINE SEARCHES THE DICTIONARY FILE TO MAKE



























801 FORMAT<-, '10X, ''FORM NAME =	 10Ai, ' NOT FOUND I14 DICTIONARY'








THIS ROUTINE READS IN ONE FORM AND ITS ELEMENTS FROM
THE DICTIONARY FILE WHICH HAS BEEN OPEN 1 14 UNIT TWO






COMMON/'C1/FNAME, ID, IDSTCL,IWIDTH , NUMELS,IEND,ENANES , ESTCOL,












200 READ( 2,903)(FNAM€ ( J),J=1,10), < IDiJ), Ju l, 10) , IDSTCL,IWIDTH,
1 <IUALUE<J),J=1,10),NUMELS,IEND
IF(NUMELS.EQ.0)GO TO 300











902 FORHAT (1 X )
903 FORMAT ( 10A1 , 10A1 , 2I4,10PI,2I4>
904 FORMAT(10A1,2I4:A1,I2,40A1)
END




THIS ROUTINE ESTABLISHES WHICH RECORD IN THE
C
	





INTEGER°02 KEYS ( 20),IEND































C	 THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN THE DATA SUPPLIED BY THE USER













COMMON/Cl %FNAME, ID, IDSTCL,IWIDTH,NUMELS,I END, ENAMES,ESTCOL,









DO 90 J=1, I OUT
90 OREC(J)=' '






96 DO 1000 I=1,NUMELS
IEPOS=ESTCOL(I)
C




100 IF(DESC(I,J).NE.' ')GO TO 120
C


















121 IF(NE+ND+7,GT.75>GO TO 150
C





150 IF(NE.GT .75>GO TO 200
C





























READ( 5, DFMT>(ELEVAL(k),K=I START, ICOUNT)
GO TO 510
C














IF<DFHT<J >.NE.' ')GO TO 306
305 N=N-1
306 IF(N.GT.NE) GO TO 307
IF<N.LE.0) GO TO 310














CVAX	 IF <DHOD(RVAL,DSLE(1.)).NE,0,)GO TO 307
CLSI










IF(IS ME,O)GO TO 402
ENCODE (45,91',DFMT)(ND+7>,IA,ND
GO TO 401
402 ENCODE <53,908,DFMT)(ND+i), IA, I6,ND
401 WRITE(LPUNIT,DFMT)(DESC(I,J),J-1,ND)
READ (5,913,END-410)N,(DFMT(J),J=1,N)
DO 405 J=N, 1, -1
IF(DFMT(J),NE.' ')GO TO 406
405 N-N-1

















C	 BUILD OUTPUT LINE BUFFER
C
500 IF(ETYPE 0 ).EQ.'A')GO TO 510
IF(ETYPE(I).EQ.'I')GO TO 5220
IF(ETYPE(I).EQ.'X')GO TO 530
IF ETYPE(I).EQ.'F')GO TO 540
C
C	 BUILD OUTREC IF ALPHA
C




































801 FORMAT(-/2X, 'DATA SET; ',I3,' FORM; ',IOAI,' OCCURANCE;
1 I3/)
901 FORMAT('(T',I2,',1H{.',I,'(1H_>,1H}i1H+,',Ic)
902 FORMAT('(', 14, "Al)")
905 FORMAT (' ( IX,'',I2,'A1 , 1H;f IX, 1Hi,•',I2,' ( 1H_),IH.,1H+,1H-C,Si`)
904 FORMAT(IX,IH<,75(IH_),I 	 1H+,1H<,S)
905 FORMAT(75A1)


















SUBROUTINE REPORT (I SETS, NFORMS, KEY$, REFS, HSI ZE, TREP, LPUNI T >
C
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE SELECTS OPTIONAL PRODUCTION


























IF(YORN, NE. 'T")GO TO 100
C





READ (5, 901 > RTYPE
CALL LCASEfRTYPE)









I F ( RDEST . EO . ' T' . OR . RDEST . ECG . P' . OR , RDEST . EGA . F . OF, . RbEl-
127
A ' > Gu Tii 3Ar1
I GO TO 390
WRITE<LFUNIT,803)
GO TO 300






BUILD OUTPUT RECORD (FORMATTED)
C
DO 450 IDEXn I,ISETS

















DO 403 Jn l,IWIDTH
IFkITVAL(J).NE.IVALUE(Ji)REPFLGo1











COMPUTE LENGTH OF DESCRIPTION
C
DO 410 J=40, l , T 1
ND=J








DO 420 Jn 10,1,-1
NGsJ






425 IF<.NOT.<<I.EQ.1).AND.<K.EQ.1).AND.<KK.EQ.I)))GO TO 430
C
C





















































435 ENCODE < 17, Skid, DFMT) ILEFT



























C	 ISSUE UNFORMATTED REPORT
C
























CLSI	 IF(MOD(NSIZE,80).EQ.0)GO TO 1173











C	 IF REPORT DESTINATION IS THE LINE PRINTER
C




















C	 PRINT THE FILE AND DELETE IT	 ar	 C
2100 IF(ISENT.EQ,I.OR.RDEST.EQ.'F')GO TO 2500
CLSI	 IUNIT=6
CVAX	 IUNITn4
CVAX	 OPEN(UNIT=4,NAME n 'DATIN.OUT',TYPE='NEW',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',
CVAX	 1 FORM='FORMATTED',DISPOSE='PRINT/DELETE',











801 FORMAT(/2X,'D0 YOU WANT A REPORT ON THE DATA ENTERED (YIN)',
1	 '? `',3>
802 FORMAT(/i2X,'TYPE OF REPORT TU OUTPUTS
1	 ii2X,'ENTER',10X.'FOR THE FOLLOWING REPORT TYPE`




803 FORMAT(/2X,'ILLEGAL COMMAND, TRY AGAIN')
`	 804 FORMAT(/i2X,'DESTINATION OF THE REPORT;'
1	 i%2X,'ENTER',10X,'FOR THE FOLLOWING REPORT DESTINATION'
i 2	 /r4X,'T',16X,'TERMINAL PRINTOUT'
3	 /4X,'P',16X,`PRINTER COP'S"
4	 /4X,'F',16X,'FILE COPY'
5	 i4X,'A',16X,'ALL OF THE ABOVE'	 i
5	 rr2X,'COMMANDs ',$)
805 FORMAT<.,'2X,'DATA SET NUMBER ',I4)
806 FORMAT(r2X,'FORM ',10A1,' OCCURANCE NUMBER ',I4)
807 FORMAT (i2X, I TYPE RETURN TO CONTINUE')
I	 808 FORMAT(•`/2X,'UNFORMATTED REPORT'/)
809 FORMAT(i'2X,'DpTA REPORT HAS BEEN SENT TO THE LINE PRINTER'/)
810 FORMAT(/2X,'DO YOU WANT TO FILE THE REPORT AFTER PRINTING' 	 j
1	 IT (Y/N)? `',3)
811 FORMAT(/2X.-'NAME OF THE FILE TO STORE THE REPORT"
1 f2X,'FILENAME.TYPE = `,3)
812 FORMAT(/2X,'DATA REPORT HAS BEEN COPIED AND`





























E. LEDITV - PROGRAM LISTING
133
1. Irl+l. lrVlr lr^.•CC I.VI.L1.1.l.^rl• bC1r1r ^..1.4r1. • Ir1r1r4.1.LLV 4l.4.^.lr l.Vl. l+l.Vl.^ l. l..1.41.C1.4 +^ t,. +.tiLL i.trt ^+^ ^Lv^C
C
1, *: ***:k :k:k****:k:k* N M :k+k:k:k k :k :k :k+k :k :k :k :k +k+k+k*:k +k+k:k:kck :k:k:k:k :k tit :k:k :k:k:k:k:ft.*4.	 :k.k:k:k :k:k:k+k k:k:k* k
C k k k** k 1 ^' k k:k isN:*:k*:k:k k k k k* }'^ I k :k :k:k k :k / *:k:k k :k:k :k :k k k k l ** / 1 k*:k+/ •k kA :k•1:•k•k :k k lc k l* k k:k
C
C
C * TE"4NOLOGY INCORPORATED
C * LIFE SCIEl,"TS DIVISION
C to DEPARTMENT OF BIOMATHEO- TICS SERVICES
C *
C *
C * :k** k k k* k:k** I kok:k+k+k** k+F :k* :k k*M* k :k :k k k* kilc:lc:k :k :k*sk* k:k*:k:k k*:k k**	 :k:lc:k:k:k*+k:k:k+/ /: k
C :k
C
C * PROGRAM NAME; .... . ........... . .... ..LEDITV
C * DESIGNERiANALYST: ...................CRAIG E. 	 LITTON
C to PROGRAMMER; .........................SCOTT 	 G.	 THOMPSON :k






C * COMPUTER	 SYSTEM: ....................LSI-11, 	 VAX-11.11180





C * COMPILING SEQUENCC;
C :k :k
C * LSI:	 REMOVE CLSI COMMENTS k
C ,k CREATE FILE1: MAIN, SETLC
C * CREATE FILET: PARSE,IFIND
C * CREATE FILES: RECMGR,S6GET,KEGET *
C * COMPILE SEPERATELY:	 FORTRAN-, 'Ulg l TS; -r 	 FILEN
O
C * VAX;	 REMOVE CVAX COMMENTS :k




C * LINKING SEQUENCE: k
C :k k
C to LSI;	 LINK:'PriIMPT % 'E','ECUTE, LED ITV FILE1 k
C * *7 I L E2/'O ; 1, C
C 'k *FILE3,'O;1}f'
C :k




C * EXECUTION SEQUENCE:	 RUN LEGITV
C
L Ic k :k :k k:k V l•:k:k:k:k :k:k:k k :k k k:k* i :k:k:k :k:k:k:k :k k:k:k :k:k:k:k :k:k:k:k:k:k:k:k :l;k:k:k :k:k:k:i .k:k:k:k k:k:1::}::1:i :k+k :k:l k•k
































































16821 BUCCANEER DRIVE, SUITE 206
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77058
AUTHORi CRAIG E. LITTON
PROGRAMMERi SCOTT G. THOMPSON•'VERSION 1.0
DEPARTMENT OF SIOMATHEMATICS
16 MARCH 1981
VERSION 3.0 — 32K LSI, 3200 LINE MAXIMUPI
— 64K TO 128K LSI, 6400 LINE MAXIMUM
— VAX, NO LINE MAXIMUM
THIS PROGRAM I3 DESIGNED TO EDIT TEXT FILES IN A LINE
ORIENTED MODE. IT ELIMINATES CURSOR AND BUFFER POSITIONI14G
PROBLEMS. THE COMMANDS ARE FEW AND SIMPLE. THE COMMAND
SYNTAX ISs
COMMAND s •`STRING ONE/,/STRING TWO:'. COUNT
WHERE
	
COMMAND IS ONE OF THESE:
RESET OR R	 TO MOVE THE LINE POINTER TO THE
FIRST LINE:
SET OR S	 TO MOVE THE CURRENT LINE POINTER
RELATIVE TO ITS CURRENT LI14E
POSITION — UPWARD TO THE TOP
OR BEGINNING OF THE FILE IF
N IS NEGATIVE — DOWNWARD OR
TOWARDS THE BOTTOM OF THE FILE
IF N IS POSITIVE,
NUMBER OR N	 TO COUNT THE NUMBER OF LINES TO
THE END OR TOP OF FILE FROM THE
CURRENT LINE POSITION.
LIST OR L	 TO LIST THE CURRENT LINE, OR IT
AND SEVERAL PRECEEDING OR
FOLLOWING LINES.
FIND OR F	 TO RESET THE POINTER FORWARDS
OR BACKWARDS AND LIST THE
LINE.
ADD OR A	 TO ADD TEXT LINES AFTER THE
CURRENT LINE.




C	 OR RS	 TO kHANGE A STRING OF TEXT IN
C	 A L I I4E OR LINES;
C
C	 r)ELETE STRING
C	 OR DS	 TO DELETE A STRING OF TEXT IN A LINE
C	 OR LINES.
C
C	 EXTRACT OR E TO EXTRACT A COPY OF ONE OR
C	 MORE LINES AND PUT IT/THEM
C	 INTO A HOLDING BUFFER:
C
C	 CLEAR OR C
	 TO CLEAR THE EXTRACTION HOLD
C	 BUFFER:
C
C	 STOP	 TO EXIT THE PROGRAM WITH NO
C	 CHANGE TO THE FILE:
C
C	 END	 TO EXIT THE PROGRAM WITH THE





C	 s IS REQUIRED TO SEPERATE THE COMMAND STRING FROM ANY
C	 QUALIFYING STRINGS, IF A STRING IS TO BE SPECIFIED.
C
C	 /STRING/ IS ANY TEXT STRING ENCLOSED BY A PAIR
C	 OF ANY CHARACTERS, THE DELIMITERS CAN BE ANY
C	 CHARACTER AS LONG AS THEY ARE THE SAME, THEY ARE




MOVES THE CURRENT LINE POINTER
C	 TO THE FIRST LIME THAT
C	 CONTAINS THE STRING,
C
C	 NUMBER:,'STRING/ COUNTS THE NUMBER OF LINES
C	 FORWARD THAT CONTAIN THE STRING.
C
C	 LIST;/STRING' LISTS THE FIRST LINE THAT
C	 CONTAINS THE STRING,
C	 WITHOUT MOVING THE POINTER.
C
C	 FIND:/STRING/ LISTS THE FIRST LINE THAT
C	 CONTAINS THE STRING, AND
C	 MOVES THE CURRENT LINE POINTER




ADDS TEXT AFTER THE FIRST LINE
C	 THAT CONTAINS THE STRING.
C
C	 DELETE:/STRING/ DELETES THE FIRST LINE FORWARD
C	 THAT CONTAINS THE STRING,
C
C	 RSc/STRING ONE:•',,'STRING TWO/
C	 CHANGES THE FIRST OCCURANCE OF
c	 "STRING ONE" TO BE "STRING TWO",
C
C	 EXTRACT;%'STRING:' EXTRACTS A COF1' OF THE FIRST








IS REQUIRED TO SEPARATE THE COMMAND, OR THE
C
	




COUNT IS A POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE INTEGER NUMBER
r,
	 WHICH SPECIFIES THE 14UI48ER OF LINES MORE
C
	
THAN BUT INCLUDING THE CURRENT LINE UPON
C
	
WHICH THE COMMAND MUST OPERATE. THE DEFAULT
C
	 VALUE OF COUNT IS ALWA'Y'S ONE. IF AN * IS USED
C
	
INSTEAD OF A NUMBER, ALL LINES TO THE E14D OF
l	 FILE ARE AFFECTED. IF A —* IS USED, ALL LINES
C
	




SET,N	 MOVES THE CURRENT LINE POINTER
C
	
FORWARD FOR POSITIVE N,
C
	




LIST;N	 PRINTS N LINES INCLUDING THE
C
	
CURRENT LINE, BUT DOES NOT
C
	
MOVE THE CURRENT LINE POINTER
C
	
IF N IS POSITIVE, LINES AFTER
C
	
THE CURRENT LINE ARE PRINTED.
C
	
IF N IS NEGATIVE, L I I4ES BEFORE
C
	
THE CURRENT LINE ARE PRINTED.
C
	







FIND,N	 MOVES THE CURRNET LINE POINTER
C
	
FORWARD OR BACKWARD AND
C
	













DELETE;N DELETES N LINES FORWARD OR BACKWARD.
C
C	 RS: /A:• , -,'B,'; N CHANGES N OCCURANCES OF STRING
C
	








WHEN BOTH WUALIF'VING STRINGS AND COUNT ARE
C
	
SPECIFIED, THE OPERATIONS ARE COME.INED
C
	
TO EXECUTE ON THE SPECIFIED LIHES.
C
WHEN ADDING TEXT, AFTER ENTERING THE ADD COMMAND,
C
	






C	 THE VERY FIRST CHARACTER TYPED 5ECOMES THE
C
	
DELIMITEk FOR THE TEXT ENTERED. TEXT ENTERI NG
C	 CONTINUES UNTIL THE LAST CHARACTER TYF E[+ I




TO USE THE EXTRACTION BUFFER AS THE SOURCE OF
	
f
THE TE,^T TO BE ADDED, T'A'PE E AS THE VERY FIRST
C
	















IF YOU TYPE A CARRIAGE RETURN AS THE FIRST
C
	
CHARACTER OF THE FIRST LINE THE TEXT USED WILL
C
	







NOTES TO VERSION 3.0 (SEPTEMBER 30,1981)1
C
	









1 WORKLP,ALAST, COUNT, FFEC,TRANS6, TRANS r,TRANS8,TRANSL,
2 TRANSS,SSUFF,FILE(8),TRANSA,TRANSD
C











COMMON%CPARSE%NCLINE, CLINE, CTYPE, COUNT, STRI,STR2,NSTR1,
1 NSTR2,ALLUP,ALLDWN




































C	 1	 DKi	 ZZZZI.LED POINTERS TO UNIT 2
C	 2	 DKi	 ZZZZ2.LED WORKING COPY OF THE EDITING FILE
C	 3	 DKi	 ZZZZ3.LED EXTRACTION BUFFER FILE
C	 4	 DKi	 ZZZZ4.LED ilDD BUFFER FILE
C	 5	 M (INPUT)	 TERMINAL INPUT
C	 7	 TTi(OUTPUT)	 TERMINAL OUTFUT




OPEN(UNI To t, NAME'ZZZZI.LED',TYPE='SCRATCH',ACCESS='DIRECT',
1	 FORM= 'UNFORMATTED', RECORDS IZE=334,ERRn9991, DISPOSE n 'DELETE'
CLSI	 2	 ,CARRIAGECONTROLO'NONE',ASSOCIATEVARIABLE nPREC,IIAXREC=106)
CVAX	 2	 ,CARRIAGECONTROL='NONEI,ASSOCIATEVARIABLEaFREC)
C








OPEN( UNIT=4, NAME- 'ZZZZ4.LED',TYPE'SCRATCH', ACCESS=
1	 ''SEQUENTIAL',FORM='UNFORMATTED', ERR=9994, DISPOSE='DELETE',
2	 CARRIAGECONTROL='NONE')
CALL RECMGR( 0, 0,K1,K3,K4,K5,IERR,KSUFF,SSUFF)
CALL SETLC
C












I F II PORN , NE . "," . AND . 'i'ORN . NE . ' N ` ) GO TO 101
























210 READ(11,805,END=220) NC,(LINE(J),J n 1,NC)




































IF(ICFLG,NE.0) GO TO 900
CALL PARSE
IHOLD=0
ASSIGN 900 TO TRANS6
ASSIGN 900 TO TRANS?
ASSIGN 900 TO TRANSB
GO TO(952,951,951,951,951,951,990,951,951,951,
1 990, 990, 9'30, 351, 330, 990);CT'^'FE+1
951 IF(CURRLP.E0.0) GO TO 980
GO TO (990,955,955,955,955,955,953,'355,955,







C	 NULLIFIED COMM" EXIT
C
955 IF(COUNT,EQ.0) GO TO 900
GO TO 990
C















C	 COMMAND TYPE - CTYPE
C
C	 i = RESET
C	 2 - SET
C	 3 = NUMBER
C	 4 - L.IST
C	 5 - FIND
C	 in, = ADD
C	 7 - DELETE
C	 8 - REPLACESTRING
C	 9 - EXTRACT
C	 10 - CLEAR
C	 11 - STOP
C	 12 - END
C	 13 = DELETESTRING
C	 14 - LIST EXTRACTION BUFFER
C	 15 - HELP
C



































2000 ASSIGN 900 TO TRANS$
2050 KOUNT=0
IFCN$TR1.NE.0) GO TO 2600
IF(ALLUP.OR.ALLDWN) GO TO 2700




2100 IF<CURRLP.EQ.LASTRC) GO TO 970













IF(KOUNT.LT .COUNT) GO TO 2600
GO TO 2999
C







C	 SET ON STRING
C
C
2800 CALL RECMGR(2,CURRLP,KI, KZ, NC, LINE, IERR,KSUFF,SBUFF)
WORKLP=CURRLP
IFiALLUP.OR.COUNT.LT .0) GO TO 2900
C
C
C	 SET ON STRING FORWARD
c
C





IF(K.NE.0) GO TO 2850
IF( NOR KLP.EQ.LASTRC. AND .KOUNT.EQ.O> GO TO 2995
IF(WORKLP. EQ. LASTRC. AND. k0UNT.NE.0) GO TO 2999
WORKLPnK3




IF(WORKLP.EQ.LASTRC) GO TO 2999
WORKLPnK3












IF(K.NE.0) GO TO 2950
IF(140RKLP.EQ.FIRSTR.AND.KOUNT.EQ.0) GO TO 2998














































IF(NSTRI.NE.0) GO TO 3500
IF(ALLUP) GO TO 3300







3300 IF(WORKLP.EQ.FIRSTR) GO TO 3400























IF(K.NE.0) GO TO 3650
3620 IF(WORKLP ,EG.LASTRC.AND.KOUNT.EQ.0) GO TO 3998

















IF(K.NE.0) GO TO 3750
3720 IF(WORKLP.EQ.FIRSTR.AND.KOUNT.EQ.0) GO TJ 3998



































4000 ASS' ,'-'N 900 TO TRANSL
4010 WORKLP=CURRLP
IF(NSTRI.NE ,O) GO TO 4300
KOUNT=1
IFiALLUP) GO TO 4200




CALL RECMGR<22, WORKLP, K1,K3,NC,LINE,IERR,KEUFF,SSUFF)
WRITE<LPUNIT,806)(LINE(J),J=1,NC)
4020 IF(WORKLP.EQ.LASTRC) GO TO 970
IF<.NOT.ALLDWN.AND.KOUNT.EQ.COUNT) GO 'TO TRANSL,(900,5200)
WURKLP=K3
CALL RECMGR<2,WORKLP,KI,K3,NC,LINE,IERR,KSUFF,SSUFF)










ASSIGN 4140 1 TRANS6
4120 IF(WORKLP,EQ.tIRSTR) GO TO 960






















IF(ALLUP,UR,COUNT.LT,O) GO TO 4600




IF<K,NE,O) GO TO 4400
IF(WORKLP.EQ,LASTRC,AND,KGUNT.EQ.0) GO TO 4800






IF(WORKLP.EQ.LASTRC) GO TO 4900
WORKLP=K3












IF<K,NE.O> GO TO 4700
IF(WURKLF'.EQ,FIRSTR,AND.KOUNT.EQ.0) GO TO 4800
















IF<K,NE.O> WRITE(LPUNIT,306) (LINE(J),J n 1,NC>




























5080 ASSIGN 5100 TO TRANS$
ASSIGN 3100 TO TRANS6
ASSIGN 5100 TO TRANS?
ASSIGN 5100 TO TRANSS
GO TO 2050
5100 IF<COUNT,EQ.0) GO TO 5200
COUNT=1
NSTR1 =0
ASSIGN 5200 TO TRANSL
ASSIGN 5200 TO TRANS6
ASSIGN 5200 TO TRANS?
ASSIGN 5200 TO TRANSS
GO TO 4010
5200 ASSIGN 900 TO TRANSS
ASSIGN 900 TO TRANSL
ASSIGN 900 TO TRANS6
ASSIGN 900 TO TRANS r''
147

















6000 ASSIGN 900 TO TRANSA




ASSIGN 6001 TO TRANSS
ASSIGN 6001 TO TRANS6
ASSIGN 6001 TO TRANS?
ASSIGN 6001 TO TRANSS
GO TO 2050





ASSIGN 6003 TO TRANSA
GO TO 6004
6003 ASSIGN 900 TO TRANSA
ASSIGN 900 TO TRANS
` ASSIGN 900 TO TRANS6
ASSIGN 900 TO TRAN87
ASIGN 900 TO TRANSS 	 3
CURRLP=IHOLD
GO TO 900






IF(ICFLG,NE.0) GO TO TRANSA, <900,6003)
IF(NC.EQ,O) GO TO 6040
IF(LINE(1),EQ.'3') GO TO 6030
IADEL=LINE(1)




DO 6006 J= 1, NC
6006 LINE(J)=LINE(J+1)
_
IF(LINE4NC).NE,!ADEL) GO TO 6006
NC=NC••
 1







WRITE(4,END-6700) NC,(LINE (J),Jn 1,NC)
GO TO 6020
C









IF(ICFLG.NE.0) GO TO TRANSA,<900,6003)
IF <NC.EQ.0) GO TO 6020
IF (LINE<NC>.EQ.IADEL) GO TO 6015
GO TO 6010















C	 ADD TEXT FROM THE EXTRACTION BUFFER
C
6030 ITEXT=3




C	 ADD THE SAME TEXT USED LAST TIRE
C
6040 IF(ALAST.EQ.0) GO TO 6800
ITEXT=ALAST
C
C	 ADD INDICATED TEXT
C	 ITEXT=3 IF FROM EXTRACTION BUFFER





IF(CURRLP.EQ.0) GO TO 6200
WORKLF'=CURRLP
IF(ALLUP) GO TO 6600
IF(ALLDWN) GO TO 6400
IF<COUNT.LE.0)GO TO 6500
C	 149




6130 CALL RECMGR<4,WORKLP,K I, K3, NC,LINE,I ERR, KBUFF,SBUFF)
KNT=KNT+1
IF<COIINT.EQ.KNT> GO TO 6300
HORKLP•K3
IF(HORKLP.EQ.LASTRC> GO TO 6400
GO TO 6150
C





6210 READ( I TEXT, END=6220) NC,<LINE<J>,J=1,NC>
CALL RECMGR<1,KTHIS,KLAST,KNEXT,NC,LINE,IERR,KSUFF,S6UFF)












C	 ADD TO EXISTING FILE BETWEEN EXISTING RECORDS
C
6300 CALL RECMGR(4,WORKLP,KI, K3, NC, LINE, IERR, KBUFF, SSUFF)
CALL RECMGR<4,K3,K4,K6,NC2,LINE2,ILRR,KSUFF,SSUFF)
KHOLD=K3











6320 CALL RECMGR(4,KLAST, K4, K6, NC, LINE, I ERR, KSUFF, S60FF)
CALL RECMGR(3,KLAST,K4,KHOLD, NC, L.INE,I ERR, KBUFF,;BUFF)
CALL RECMGR<4,KHOLD,K4, K6, NC, L I NE, I ERR, KBUFF, SBUFF)




C	 ADD TO END OF EXISTING FILE
w	 C
6400 CALL REC^iCR (4,LASTRC,KI,K3,NC,LINE,IERR,KSUFF,SBUFF)

















C	 COUNT IS NEGATIVE
C






IF(COUNT.EQ.KNT) GO TO 6300
IF(WORKLP.EQ.FIRSTR) GO TO 6600
GO TO 6550
C



















































IF<NSTRI.EQ.0) GO TO 7049
C









ASSIGN 7040 TO TRANS6
ASSIGN 7040 TO TRANS7
ASSIGN 7040 TO TRANSS
IDCNT3=0
IDK1=0




7020 IF(COUNT.EQ.0) GO TO 7040
IF(DALLUP.OR.IDCNT2.GT.0) COUNT=-1
IF(DALLDN.OR.IDCNT2.LT.0) COUNT=1




IF<DALLUP,OR.DALLDN.OR.IDKI.LT .IDCNTI) GO TO 7010




ASSIGN 900 TO TRANSS
ASSIGN 900 TO TRANSD
ASSIGN 900 TO TRAN,;6
ASSIGN 900 TO TRANS7








7049 CALL RECMGR(4,CURRLP,KI,K3,NC, LINE, !ERR,KSUFF,SSUFF)
IF(CURRLP.EQ.LASTRC) GO TO 7300
IF(CURRLP.EQ,FIRSTR) CAO TO 7050
GO TO 7 600
C
C
C	 AT TOP OF FILE
C
C
7050 IF(ALLDWN) GO TO 7210
IF(ALLUP.OR.COUNT.LT .0) GO TO 7200
C
C	 COUNT IS POSITIVE, DELETE TOWARDS END OF FILE
C
DO 7100 J•1,000NT








C	 COUNT IS NEGATIVE, DELETE FIRST RECORD IN FILE
C
7200 IF(CURRLP.NE .LASTRC) GO TO 7250
C










C	 SEVERAL RECORDS IN FILE, RESET FIRST RECORD
C






C	 AT BOTTOM OF FILE
C
C
7300 IF(ALLUP) GO TO 7210
IF(COUNT.LT.0) GO TO 7400
C
C









'* •:•'_.:. a,YU'iA^MY,wee.iM...xk•.^'... 	 ,•n•._-a^.1.ec_:_-..ur_,e1f^ans+.:x,_^.33=eu
j	 C	 COUNT IS NE5ATZVE, DELETE T614r;RUS TOP OF FILE
C
7400 COUNT--COUNT
DO 7500 Jn 1,000NT








C	 IN THE MIDDLE OF THE FILE
C
7600 IF<ALLDWN> GO TO 7750
IF(ALLUP) GO TO 7950
IF(COUiiT.LT.0) GO TO 7500
C




IF(CURRLF.NE.LASTRC) GO TO 7650
C










C	 READJUST LINKS AROUND DELETED RECORDS
C
7710 CALL RECMGR<3,CURRLP,KLAST,K3,NC, LINE, IERR,KSUFF,SSUFF>















IF<CURRLF.NE.FIRSTR> GO TO 7550
C











C	 READJUST LINKS AROUND DELETED RECORDS
C





























IF(ALLUP.OR,COUNT,LT,O) GO TO 8600




IF(K,NE.0) GO TO 8200
IF(WORKLP,EQ,LASTRC,AND,KOUNT,EQ,O) GO TO $100
IF(WORKLP.EQ.LASTRC,AND,KOUNT,NE,O) GO TO 8900
WORKLP=K3

















82 50 LINE2(KI) nLINE(J)
8300 IF(NSTR2,EQ.0) GO TO 8355
DO 8350 Jn l,NSTR2
KI=KI+1
8350 LINE2(KI)=STR2(J)






IF(NC.GT,O) GO TO 8410
NC-i
LINE2(1) n '
















IF(K.NE.0) GO TO 8800
IF(WORKLP,EQ.FIRSTR.AND.KOUNT.EQ.0) GO TO 8100



























































IF(ALLUP) GO TO 9900






9100 IF(WORKLP.EQ.LASTRC) GO TO 970







C	 EXTRACT BEFORE POINTER
C
9500 COUNT=-COUNT
ASSIGN 9700 TO TRANS6
CALL RECMGR(4,WORKLP,KI,K3,NC,LINE,IERR,KEUFF,SSUFF)
3000 IF(WORKLP.EQ.FIRSTR) GO TO 960





9700 CALL RECMGR<2,WORKLP,KI,K3, NC, LINE, IERR,KBUFF,SSijFF)
WRITE(3,END=9800) NC,(LINE<J),J=1,NC)
WORKLP=K3
IF<WORKLP.EQ.CURRLP) GO TO 900
157
GO TO 9i 00
C

































































IF(NEWFIL) GO TO 12001




























































14000 IF<.NOT.83USED) CO TO 910
KOUNTsO
REWIND 3
14100 READ(3,ENDm 14200) NC,<LINE(J>,Jj1,NC)




















































I 'VERSION	 FILE (DEVICEiFILEHAME',
2 ',TYPE) s ',$)
90 22 FORMAT(/3 10X.'NEW FILE (Y3N) i ',3)
903 FORMAT ( 33 LOX,'ERROR IN OPENING FILE: ',15A1 33 )
904 FORMAT(' T ',$)
905 FORMAT( 3 10X, 'FILE t 1 ,15A1,' CONTAINS 1 ,I7,' LIMES' 3•')
906 FORMAT(10X,'***** TOP OF FILE **" r
907 FORMAT(10X,"k**** END OF FILc**
908 FORMAT (10X, ' ****.« EMPTY FILE




911 FORMAT(2X,'BEGIN TEXT EDITING')
912 FORMAT ( 2X, ' I NVAL I D COMMAND')
913 FORMAT (2X,'STRING NOT FOUND( ',40A1)
914 FORMAT(' ! '4>
915 FORMAT(2X,'TEXT ENTERED,')
916 FORMAT(2X,'NO TEXT ENTERED')
917 FORMAT (f'3 10X, ' ***** END OF FILE OCCURED DURING WR ITING',
1 ` EXTRACTION FILE *****' 3 '16X,"EXTRACTION FILE PROBABLY',
2 ' FULL' 33 16X,'RECOMMENDED ACTION = CLEAR' 3 .%3 )
918 FORMAT( 33 LOX, '***** END OF FILE OCCURED DURING ADD TEXT',
1 ' BUFFER WRITING *****' 33 16X,'ADD WILL BE ATTEMPTED'
2 3 16X'RESULTS MAY NOT INCLUDE LAST LINE TYPED'/)
919 FORMAT (2X, ' ***** ERROR IN HANDLING SCRATCH FILE
920 FORMAT(2X,I5,' OCCURANCES OF PHRASE FOUND')
921 FORMAT( 3T5,'COMMAND STRUCTURE:'r'3110,
1 'COMMAND: /STRING ONE/,/STRING TWO3 , COUNT ' 3^'T5,
2 'COMMANDS:' 3/T10,'RESET - R •',125,"SET - S'',T40,
3 'NUMBER - N',T55,'LIST - L' 3T10,'FIND - F',T5,
4 'ADD - A', T40, 'DELETE - D',T55,'REPLACE STRING - RS'/
5 T10,'EXTRACT - E',T25,' CLEAR ',T40,'STOP',T55,
6 `DELETE STRING - DS'^T10,'HELP",T25,''END' 3 )
922 FORMAT (2X,'LINE WITH STRING NOT FOUND: ',40A1)
923 FORMAT( LOX, 'NUMBER OF LINES TO TOP OF FILE = ',16)
924 FORMAT(2X,I5,' LINES CONTAINING PHRASE FOUND')
925 FORMAT QX,I5,' LINES WITH STRING DELETED')
9991 STOP 9991
9992 STOP 99922


















C	 A COMMAND LINE FOR THIS EDITOR MAY BE ENFRESSEL, 6Y THE
C	 FOLLOWINC COMPONENTS, CtR AN APPROPRIATE K16SETt
C
161
i ^ 	 I




C COMMAND — C	 — I5 ONE OF THE FOLLOWING St—T OF AN AFFROPRIATIE
C ASSREUTATIONs RESET,	 SET,	 NUMBER, LIST, FIND,
C ADD, DELETE, RS, EXTRACT, CLEAR, STOP, END,
C
C s	 —	 s	 — IS A REQUIRED SEPERATOR BETWEEN THE COMMAND
C AND ANY STRINGS,
C
C D1 — THE CHARACTER DELIMITING THE BEGINNING OF THE
C FIRST STRING.	 IT MAY BE ANY CHARACTER, BUT
C IS NOT USED AS FART OF THE STRING,
C
C STRING
C ONE	 — S1 — ANY STRING OF CHARACTERS, EXCEPT THE CHARACTER
C USED FOR D1.	 MINIMUM LENGTH - 1, MAXIMUM -S©,
C
C i	 — D2 — THE CHARACTER DELIMITING THE END OF THE FIRST
C STRING,	 IT MUST BE THE SAME AS D1: 	 IT DOES
C NOT BECOME PART OF THE STRING,
C
C — IS A REQUIRED SEPARATOR BETWEEN THE FIRST
C STRING SPECIFICATION AND ANY SECOND STRING
C SPECIFICATION,
C
C — D3 —
_
THE LmARACTER DELIMITING THE BEGINNING OF THE
C SECOND STRING,	 IT MAY BE ANY CHARACTER, BUT
C IS NOT USED AS PART OF THE STRING,
C
C STRING
C TWO	 — S2 — ANY STRING OF CHARACTERS, EXCEPT THE CHARACTER
C USED FOR D3.	 MINIMUM LENGTH = 1, MASIMUM - SO.
C
C — D4 — THE CHARACTER DELIMITING THE END OF THE SECOND
C STRING.	 IT MUST BE THE SAME AS D3:	 IT DOES
C NOT BECOME PART OF THE STRING,
C
C —	 — IS A REQUIRED SEPARATOR BETWEEN THE COMMAND,
C WITH OR WITHOUT STRING SPECIFICATIONS, AND
C ANY REPEAT COUNT SPECIFICATION.
C
C COUNT	 — N	 — A REPEAT COUNT SPECIFICATION WHICH DENOTES THE
C NUMBER OF TEXT LINES/LINE —SETS UPON WHICH THE
C COMMAND WILL ACT, AS APPLICABLE,	 IF IT DOES
C APPLY, BUT IS NOT SPECIFIED, 	 IT I5 ASSUHED TO






















IF(NCLINE.EQ.O> GO TO 90000
100 IF(CLINE(NCLINE).NE.' ') GO TO 200
NCLINE=NCLINE-1





































IF(CLINE(2).EQ.IH:) GO TO 20000




IF<KPOS.GT .NCLINE) GO TO 90000
2100 IF(CLINE(KPOS).EQ.IGL1) GO TO 2200
NSTRI=NSTR1+1




IF<KPOS.GT .NCLINE) GO TO 90000
GO TO 2100




IF<KPOS.GT .NCLINE) GO TO 96000

















IF(KPOS.GT,NCLINE) GO TO 90000
3100 IF<CLINE(KPOS),EQ.IDL1) GO TO 3200
NSTR1=NSTR1+1




IF(KPOS.GT,NCLINE) GO TO 90000
GO TO 3100




IF(KPOS,GT.NCLINE) GO TO 90000







1 CLINE(3),EQ.lHe)) GO TO 14000
KPOS-3
IF<CLINE(2),EQ.IH:) GO TO 20000




IF<KPOS,GT,NCLINE) GO TO 90000
4100 IF(CLINE(KPOS).EQ,IDL1) GO TO 4200
NSTRI=NSTR1+1




IF<KPOS.GT .NCLINE) GO TO 90000
GO TO 4100




IF(KPOS,GT.NCLINE) GO TO 90000
IF(CLINE(KPOS-1),EQ,1H:) GO TO 20000
GO TO 90000
C	 '





IF(CLINE(2).EQ.1H;) GO TO 20000




IF(KPOS.GT .NCLINE) GO TO 90000
5100 IF(CLINE(KPOS).EQ.IDLI) GO TO 5200
NSTR1=NSTR1+1




IF(KPOS.GT.NCI.INE) GO TO 90000
GO TO 5100




IF(KPOS.GT .NCLINE) GO TO 90000







IF(CLINE(2).EQ.IH;) GO TO 20000




IF(KPOS.GT.NCLINE) GO TO 90000
6100 IF(CLINE(KPOS).EQ.IDL1) GO TO 6200
NSTR1=NSTR1+1




IF(KPOS.GT.NCLINE) GO TO 90000
GO TO 6100




IF(KPOS.GT .NCLINE) GO TO 90000






IF(CLINE(2).EQ.IHS.OR.CLINE(2).EQ.1Hs) GL TO IZ-5000
KPOS-3
IF(CLINE(2).EQ,1H,) GO TO '40000





IF(KPOS.GT .NCLINE) GO TO 90000
7100 IF<CLINE(KFOS).EQ.IDL1) GO TO 7200
NSTR1=NSTRi+1




IF<KPOS.GT .NCLINE) GO TO 90000
GO TO 7100




IF(KPOS.GT.NCLINE) GO TO 90000






IF(CLINE<3).NE. M ) GO TO 90000
IDL1=CLINE<4)
IF <CLINE(4).EQ.' '.OR.CLINE(4),EQ.0) GO TO 90000
KPOS-5
IF<KPOS.GT .NCLINE) GO TO 90000
8100 IF(CLINE(KPOS).EQ.IDL1) GO TO 3200
NSTR1=NSTR1+1




IF(KFOS.GT.NCLINE) GO TO 90000
GO TO 8100
8200 IF(CLINE(KPOS+1).EQ.1H .OR.KPOS.EQ.NCLINE) GO TO 6410
IF(CLINE<KPOS+I).EQ.IH:) GO TO 3410
IF(CLINE(KPOS+1).NE.1H,) GO TO 90000
IDL2=CLINE(KPOS+2)
IF(CLINE<KPOS+2).EQ.' '.OR.CLINE(KPOS+2).EQ.0) GO TO 90000
KPOS-KPOS+3
IF(KPOS.GT.NCLINE) GC TO 90000
8300 IF(CLINE<KPOS).EQ.IDL2) GO TC 8400
NSTR2=NSTR2+1




IF(KPOS.GT.NCLINE) GO TO 90000
GO TO 8300





IF(KPOS.GT.NCLINE) GO TO 90000







9000 IF(CLINE(2).EQ,IHN,OR,CLINEk2>,EQ,1Hn/ GO TO 12000
KPOSn3
CTYPE=9
IF(CLINE(2>.EQ.1H:) GO TO 20000




IF(KPOS.GT,NCLINE> GO TO 90000
9100 IF(CLINE(KPOS>.EQ.IDL1> GO TO 9200
NSTR1 nNSTR1+1




IF(KPOS,GT,NCLINE) GO TO 90000
GO TO 9100




IF(KPOS.GT,NCLINE) GO TO 90000





















IF(CLINE<3),NE,I ,H:) GO TO 90000
IDLI=CLINE(4)
KPOS=S
IF(KPOS,GT,NCLINE) GO TO '90000
13100 IF(CLINE(KPOS),EQ,IDL1) GO TO 13200
NSTRI=NSTR1+1




IF(KPOS,GT,NCLINE) GO TO 90000
GO TO 13100




IF(KPOS.GT,NCLINE) GO TO 90000
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IF(CLINE(KPOS),EQ,1H*) GO TO 21000
IF(CLINEtKPOS), EQ ,1H-,AND,CLINE(KPOS+I),EQ.IH' « ) GO TO 22000
IF(KPOS,GT,NCLINE)GO TO 90000
DO 20100 J=NCLINE,KPOS,-1



































CUAX	 DO 100 J=IPOS,N1
WAX	 JJ=J+1-IPOS
CVAX 100 CSTR1(JJ;JJ)=CHAR(STR1(J>)
CVAX	 DO 200 J=1, N2
168
i
CVAX 200 CSTR2<J;J) nCHARtiSTRZkJ))
CLSI	 IFINDmINDEX(STRI,STR2,IF'OS)
CVAX	 IFINDmINDEX< CSTR1(c <N1+1-IPOS)),CSTR*A'(tN2))





































































KS = KEY BUFFER BLOCK FOR LRECN
KSPOS = KEY BUFFER BLOCK POSITION FOR LRECN
NKBUFF = TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTER BLOCK$
NSBUFF = TOTAL NUMBER OF DATA BLOCKS
THISKS = INDEX OF CURRENT POINTER FLOCK
THISSS = INDEX OF CURRENT DATA BLOCK
MAXLR = TOTAL NUMBER OF LOGICAL RECORDS
SBYTE m STARTING BYTE FOR NEXT RECORD IN THE SLO K

















CLSI96	 VIRTUAL KSUFF(6,64,55),SSLOCKk256,1 (")
CLSI128	 VIRTUAL KSUFF(6,64,85),3BLOCKk*:56,127>
CVAX	 VIRTUAL KSUFF(6,64,85),SSLOCK(2567127>
















IF(KB.GT,100) GO TO 8100



































IF<IKS.EQ.O;- GO TO 8100
NC=NCF,EC
CALL SBGETcSELOCK)















IF((SBYTE+NC).GT.511) GO TO 1300
C







IF(SBYTE.EQ.511) GO TO 1330
GO TO 9000
C


























T?' I SS6=K 1
CALL SBGET<SSLOCK)
1516 IF(NC.GT.K3) GO TO 100
C









IF t K2-!,t , GT . 311 i GO TO 1600
C
C	 FITS ON ONE BLOCK
C
DO 1320 Jn I,NC
1520 SBUFF<K2-1+J)=REC(J)

















C	 NEW VERSION IS RELOCATED
C























IF((K2+K3),GT,511) GO TO 2100
C






























































901 FORMAT(2tt,'°*°«.ti.kx ATTEMPT TO WRI',E TOO MANY LOGICAL RECORDS'.
i ' ON BORATCH FILE *'^'k '^ ' )



















INITIAL PASS TO FILL SUFFERS
C
C
IF(KBCNT,EQ.KNTKB) GO TO 1010
IF(KBCNT,EQ,O) GO TO 500
DO 100 J=1,KSCNT

































2000 DG 2100 J=1,KNTKB

















































C	 INITIAL PASS TO FILL SUFFERS
C
C
IF(SBCNT.EQ.KNTSB) GO TO 1000
IF(SBCb!T.EQ.0) GO TO 500
DO 100 J=1,SSCNT











C	 ADD NE14 BUFFER
C
500 S6CNT=S6"NT+1
IF(16610.0) GO TO 550
DO 510 J=1,256
510 SSLOCK(J:ISS)=SBUFF(J)
550 DO 600 J=1,256
SBUFF<J=O
175





























2000 DO 2100 J-1,KNTS8















C	 CREATE NEW BLOCK
1	 C






























44 111:14 :0*44 *** s44*** 41 **** *444t 114 :16*114	 sk 414 :4
* if:*** 4, 	4'** ****-4;	 *444	*44
C :#I TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED
C if: LIFE SCIENCES DIVISION






C PROGRAM NAME	 ....... 0. ...... COP-ess
C DEB 1 GNER., ANALYST	 .............. CRAIG E.	 LITTON
C PROGRAMMER: ....... .................SCOTT G o	 THOHPSON
C DATE: ................






C COMPUTER	 SYSTEM: .................... LSI — llj	 VAeo-11-, 780	 if





C if. COMP:LING SEQUENCE.
C :fc
C LS I:;	 REMOVE CLSI COMMENTS
C N COHPILEi FORTRA14 COPYS6
C
C VAX:
	 REMOVE CVAX COMMENTS
	
14,





C L-B I;	 LINK COP'i"SS
C
0 k VAX,	 LINK COPTSSF
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C :#: :fl
C * ENECUTION SEQUENCE:	 RUN COPYSS (LSI)	 !p.
C : 14 RUN COPYSBF (VAN)
C






C	 THIS PROGRAM COPIES A FILE AND INSERTS
C	 A SPACE IN COLUMN i AND SENDS THE OUTPUT TO
C	 THE LINE PRINTER
C














CLSI	 GO TO 2000
CVAX	 GO TO 1000
190 TYPE 41 , ' ERROR IN FILE NAME, RETRY'
GO TO 100











3000 T'A'PE :k ,' NUMBER OF LINES = ',NLINES
CALL EXIT
END
'} U.s. OOV[RNM[MT PooNrIW0 ORFlCL• I9g1-- 549.011/2479
